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The game is on to attract Gulf investment funds. While
the majority of Islamic banking assets are currently held by
the GCC and Iran, countries such as Malaysia are seeking to
make themselves attractive to Gulf investors; nor have the
opportunities represented by Gulf wealth escaped the attention
of non-Muslim countries around the world, although, so far,
only the UK has taken positive steps towards developing an
Islamic-finance-friendly environment.
A further impetus to the development of Islamic finance
outside its heartland in the GCC is the strong correlation between Islamic finance and
ethical and responsible finance movement. Ethical and responsible finance started to
grab the world’s attention around the millennium and was given an additional boost
by the 2008 financial crisis, in which the focus on short-term gains or being blunter,
greed, saw the global finance system brought to the edge of collapse.
The aims of ethical and responsible finance – a focus on longer-term investment,
the avoidance of high-risk and speculative activities and using investment to benefit
society and the environment, are remarkably consistent with the core aims of
Shari’ah in its application to Islamic finance. If anything Islamic finance is even more
prescriptive about linking finance to real economic activity and profit and risk sharing.
The question is – is there real growth in ethical and responsible finance or is it just
today’s buzzword? Well, as the article in this issue points out, the Global Sustainable
Investment Review 2018 shows that growth in Europe, the US, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and Japan between 2016 and 2018 increased 34% to reach an estimated
$30.7 trillion. (Growth between 2014 and 2016 was 25% with a total of $22.9 trillion.)
Malaysia has been at the forefront of Islamic finance initiatives to tap into this new
market with its Green Sukuk programme and Indonesia followed suit in 2018 with its
Green Sukuk Framework. They followed this up in early 2019 with a second green
sovereign sukuk. In 2019 Dubai joined the party, announcing its aim to promote
green sukuk not only in the UAE, but also globally.
The time is right for the Islamic finance industry to take advantage of the zeitgeist.
There is unlikely to be any better opportunity to turn Islamic finance into a truly
global industry and put itself onto a much more equal footing with the conventional
finance sector, which, again and again, has failed address the concerns and welfare of
society in its broadest sense.
Mohammad Ali Qayyum
Director General IIBI
This magazine is published to provide information on developments in Islamic finance, and not to provide professional advice. The views
expressed in the articles are those of the authors alone and should not be attributed to the organisations they are associated with or their
management. Any errors and omissions are the sole responsibility of the authors. The Publishers, Editors and Contributors accept no
responsibility to any person who acts, or refrains from acting, based upon any material published in the magazine. The Editorial Advisory
Panel exists to provide general advice to the editors regarding matters that may be of interest to readers. All decisions regarding the published
content of the magazine are the sole responsibility of the Editors, and the Editorial Advisory Panel accepts no responsibility for the content.
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The IFSB Reports a Softening in the Growth of the
Islamic Finance Industry
The Islamic Financial Services
Board’s (IFSB) has issued the 2019
edition of its annual publication,
the seventh in the series: the Islamic
Financial Services Industry (IFSI)
Stability Report 2019. The Report
examines the implications for the
global IFSI of recent economic
developments and changes in the
global regulatory and supervisory
frameworks, tracks developments
and trends as well as examines the
resilience of the three sectors of
the IFSI: Islamic banking, Islamic
capital market and takaful.

contained in the IFSI Stability
Report 2019, the global IFSI is
well placed to maintain its positive
growth trajectory, experiencing
asset increases across all three of
its main component markets. To
achieve this, he remarked that
the IFSI should be wary of the
new challenges posed by evolving
market structures due mainly to
advances in financial technology,
the increasing activities of the nonbank financial institutions, as well
as growing cyber risks among other
operational issues.

The IFSB Secretary-General, Dr.
Bello Lawal Danbatta stated that
the IFSI Stability Report 2019
takes place a decade after the global
financial crisis (GFC) and at a time
when various financial reforms
arising from the crisis are now
being finalised and implemented.
He stated further that amidst the
softened momentum of growth
recorded in the global financial
system in 2018 due to, among other
reasons, increasing inflation and
currency depreciation in a number
of jurisdictions with a significant
presence of Islamic banking, the
global IFSI has recorded a 6.9%
(year-on-year) growth rate, and is
estimated to be worth about $2.19
trillion as at 2Q18.

Key highlights of the IFSI Report
2019 include:
•
The Islamic banking sector
retained its dominance
in the global IFSI. The
domestic market share for
Islamic banking in relation
to the total banking sector
continued to increase in at
least 19 countries, remained
constant in six and declined
in 11 jurisdictions among
the 36 jurisdictions covered
in the IFSI Stability Report
2019.
•
The Islamic banking
sector’s performance
grew by just 0.9% in
2018, compared to 4.3%
in 2017, and as at 2Q18
accounts for 72% (76%
in 2017) of the total value
of IFSI assets mainly
due to the depreciation

Dr. Bello highlighted
that based on
various analyses
www.islamic-banking.com

•

•

of local currencies in
terms of the US dollar,
especially in some
emerging economies
with a significant Islamic
banking presence.
The ICM sector as at end
of 2018 accounts for 27%
of the global IFSI assets
on the back of a positive
performance due to the
sovereign and multilateral
sukuk issuances in key
Islamic finance markets
to support respective
budgetary expenditures
as well as number market
debuts of sovereign
issuances, including
green sovereign sukuk
to finance eco-friendly
environment projects.
The share of global
takaful industry
in the global IFSI
remains unchanged at
1.3%. Global takaful
contributions grew by
4.3% (year-on-year and in
nominal terms) in 2017,
with a six-year (2012–17)
compound average
growth rate of almost
6.9%. As at end 2017,
an estimated 306 takaful
institutions, including
retakaful and takaful
windows, now offer
takaful products in at least
45 countries globally.
IIBI 5
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Profitability Improves at Saudi Islamic Banks
Fitch Ratings says profitability
improved in 2018 at Saudi Islamic
banks as these benefited from stronger
growth opportunities but assetquality challenges continued. Saudi
Islamic banks remain well placed in
the banking sector as they have the
largest retail franchises, supporting a
lower cost of funding and better asset
quality. Saudi Arabia has the largest
Islamic banks’ financing base (78%)
of any country that allows commercial
banks to operate alongside Islamic
banks.
For 2019, financing growth will remain
relatively muted. Capital buffers and
profitability will remain sufficient
to absorb a mild deterioration in
asset quality. Impaired financing
ratios jumped for both Islamic
and conventional banks in 2018,
particularly due to the contracting,
retail and retail/wholesale trade
sectors. However, the deterioration
was less pronounced in Islamic banks
owing to the sound performance
of retail lending, particularly at Al
Rajhi, the largest Saudi retail bank.
The average coverage ratio of
impaired financing remained higher
in Islamic banks, particularly due to
high coverage at Al Rajhi. Islamic
banks now also have lower financing
impairment charges than conventional
banks due to their lower proportion of
corporate banking.

deposits) and a higher proportion of
retail financing. Reliance on deposit
funding is less pronounced at Islamic
banks due to the National Commercial
Bank (the country’s largest bank), which
has the most diversified funding profile
of Saudi banks. Deposit concentration
is high, except at Al Rajhi, which
benefits from a granular retail deposit
base. The Islamic banks’ financings/
deposits ratio reduced slightly in 2018
and is now in line with conventional
banks’. Islamic banks benefit from
the Ministry of Finance’s Saudi riyaldenominated sukuk programme to help
manage their liquidity.
Capital ratios have decreased due to
high financing growth. Nevertheless,
Islamic banks are well capitalised, with
an average Fitch Core Capital ratio of
17.9% at end-2018. This was 23bp

above conventional peers as Islamic
banks have higher proportions of
retail banking assets, which attract
lower risk weightings. Lower offbalance-sheet activities also result in
lower risk weightings.
Four of Saudi Arabia’s 12 licensed
commercial banks are fully Shari’ah
compliant, with the others providing
a mix of Shari’ah-compliant and
conventional banking products and
services. All banks are regulated
by the Saudi Arabian Monetary
Authority with the same disclosure
requirements. Recent guidelines from
The General Authority of Zakat and
Tax for Shari’ah-compliant financial
products are broadly comparable with
those of conventional banks, ensuring
similar rules for all banks.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Islamic banks’ performance improved
in 2018 and remained above
conventional banks’. Performance
benefits from a lower cost of funding
(due to stronger retail franchises and
a higher share of non-profit-bearing

6 IIBI
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Islamic Finance Growth in Morocco Disappoints
A recent report from Fitch Ratings
says that the absence of a developed
Islamic finance infrastructure, especially
with regard to funding, and the lack
of public awareness will constrain the
expansion of the Islamic finance sector
over the medium term. They expect
most participation banks (Islamic
banks) to start offering financing
through different types of Shari’ahcompliant structures in the near future.
This should boost Islamic banking
growth, although deposit inflows
will remain structurally
constrained by an already
high banking penetration
rate in Morocco (70% of
adults already hold a bank
account). This means
that high financing-todeposits ratios (247%
at end-April 2019)
and strained liquidity
conditions will remain.

Islamic banks’ expansion into the
corporate segment as it introduces
takaful products to insure banks and
banking transactions, broadening
banks’ product offerings.
Nevertheless, Fitch do not expect
participation banks to take a
significant market share from the
well-established conventional banks
in the medium term. Further growth
is constrained by limited funding

sources and the lack of public
awareness and trust in Islamic
financial services. Building greater
consumer awareness and achieving
trust will take time, in Fitch’s view.
Notably, when Islamic banking was
introduced in other countries, such
as Turkey and Indonesia, it saw
early strong growth from a low base
but then stalled at around 5%-6%
of total lending in the banking
system.

Mosque Arches – Morocco

Morocco’s first Islamic
banking licences were
issued in 2017. Despite
rapid growth (110%
between June 2018 and
April 2019) Islamic
banking still accounted
for less than 1% of the
banking sector’s total
loans at end-2018. Most
Islamic banks have only
provided mortgage and
auto financing, mostly
to retail customers in
the form of murabaha
contracts, constraining
lending opportunities.
New legislation on
Shari’ah-compliant
insurance will support
www.islamic-banking.com
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Moody’s Predict Islamic Banking Growth in CIS
Islamic banking will grow substantially
in Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) countries in the next five
years from a very low base, driven by
government initiatives to nurture the
sector, Moody’s Investors Service said
in a recent report.
‘Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan are set to lead this
expansion of Islamic banking,’ said
Svetlana Pavlova, AVP-Analyst at
Moody’s. ‘These countries have large
Muslim populations and are notable
for their governments’ commitment
and progress in establishing better
legal and regulatory infrastructure for
Islamic finance.’

Kazakhstan’s government aims to boost the
share of Islamic banking assets to 3% of
total banking assets in the country by 2025
from the current 0.2%. In Kyrgyzstan, the
national bank aims to expand the share to
5% by 2021 from the current 1.4%.
Among other regulatory hurdles, in most
CIS jurisdictions, asset purchases and
resales, which are part of many standard
Islamic finance transactions, are subject
to value-added taxes, unless authorities
grant an exemption. In some countries,
Islamic banks’ deposits are not covered by
state deposit insurance systems. Further,
Islamic banks cannot use central banks’
conventional liquidity and funding facilities
because they all bear interest. These

disadvantages mean Islamic banks have
higher funding and operating costs
compared with mainstream lenders.
Although Russia has the weakest
growth potential, some individual
banks are seeking to meet potential
demand for Shari’ah-compliant
products and services under existing
laws. Sberbank, the largest
commercial bank by assets in Russia,
for example, is looking to offer such
services and it launched an Islamic
payment application in 2019. AK
BARS, the largest bank in the
Republic of Tatarstan, introduced
a pilot Islamic mortgage product in
2019.

Philippines Enacts Islamic Banking Law
President Rodrigo R. Duterte has
signed the law that paves the way for
the expansion of Islamic banking in
the Philippines. The law mandates
the central bank of the Philippines
(BSP) to exercise regulatory powers
and supervision over the operations
of Islamic banks and to issue and
implement rules and regulations for
Islamic banking.
Governor Benjamin E. Diokno
of the BSP commented, ‘This is
expected to widen opportunities for

Muslim Filipinos, including those from the
Bangsamoro Region, in accessing banking
products and services. This is a great stride
in our financial inclusion mandates.’
An Interagency Working Group on
Islamic Banking and Finance, comprising
of officials from various participating
agencies has been constituted to develop a
regulatory framework for Islamic banking
and finance. In addition the Bureau of
Internal Revenue has completed its draft
regulations to implement the provision on
tax neutrality under the law.

Conventional banks will be allowed
to offer Islamic banking services,
provided they are segregated from
conventional operations. The
expectation is that the new law
will also pave the way for the entry
of foreign Islamic banks into the
country. The Monetary Board of the
Philippines will, however, regulate the
number of Islamic banking operations
taking into account the issues of
financial stability and the economy
balanced against the need for healthy
competition.

Qatar Plans Centralised Shari’ah Supervision for the
Finance Sector
Following the example of countries
such as Malaysia, Bahrain and
Indonesia, Qatar is planning to set up
a centralised Shari’ah board. Currently
Islamic financial institutions in Qatar
have their own supervisory boards
to ensure compliance with Shari’ah
principles.
8 IIBI

The aim is to harmonise the regulatory
tap into the Chinese renminbidenominated capital market. Qatar
framework in the country. The current
decentralised system has caused some concerns, has had some success with ‘Dim
particularly with scholars sitting on multiple
Sum’ bonds in the offshore renminbi
boards, often in competing institutions.
market and is keen to see this success
extended to sukuk issuance, not only
In particular the moves to strengthen regulation in China but also in other Far Eastern
have been informed by Qatar’s desire to
markets.
www.islamic-banking.com
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Bigger is Better
The latest research from Fitch Ratings
predicts that the level of merger and
acquisition (M&A) activity in the GCC
is likely to increase in the short to
medium term. The problem is that
there are just too many banks in the
region and many Islamic banks are just
not big enough to compete effectively
with their conventional counterparts.
The research notes that the activity
tends to be mergers between Islamic
banks of conventional banks acquiring

Islamic banks to form an Islamic
subsidiary. It also notes that in most
cases these mergers and acquisitions
need government approval, because
governments have significant holdings
in Islamic banks.
Islamic banks, particularly the newer
entrants, have had trouble trying to
attract cheap and stable deposits.
In addition the Islamic window
operations of conventional banks are
a further obstacle to growth. Mergers
and acquisitions are seen as a way

of accessing growth opportunities,
building low-cost deposits and
achieving cost efficiencies. The
outcome should be stronger, more
efficient Islamic banks. Recent
activities have seen the merger
between Abu Dhabi Commercial
Bank and Union National Bank and
their acquisition of Al Hilal Bank; the
acquisition of Noor Bank by Dubai
Islamic Bank and the merger of Barwa
Bank and the International Bank of
Qatar.

Egypt’s New Banking Act Raises Minimum Capital
Requirements
Egypt’s New Banking Act has been
approved by the cabinet and is now
due to proceed to the Council of State
and the House of Representatives
for ratification. It raises minimum
capital requirements for lenders by a
factor of 10 and will pose problems
for some smaller banks, among them
Islamic banks such as Al Baraka and
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank. The increase

is from $30.6 million to $294 million.
Capital requirements for branches
of foreign banks increase from $50
million to $150 million. Banks will
have up to three years to comply with
the new regulations. The Act will also
assign 1% of a bank’s contributable
net profits to a fund to support and
develop the banking system, notably to
insure banks against bankruptcy. This

latte measure replaces the unpopular
industry development tax.
Commentators in the region expect
that the Act could well lead to
mergers and acquisitions among
smaller and/or undercapitalised
banks as they seek to comply with
the new regulations and to remain
competitive.

Islamic Banking In the UAE Continues to Strengthen
Emirates Islamic launched its Islamic
banking index five years ago. In its
2019 iteration it shows that Islamic
banking in the UAE continues to
strengthen with 60%of respondents
to its survey now having at least one
Shari’ah-compliant product, up from
55% in 2018.
The overall perception of Islamic
banks continues to improve, with the
percentage of customers agreeing
that Islamic banks have a range of
www.islamic-banking.com

positive attributes rising from 35% in
2018 to 38% in 2019. Key areas of
improvement included technology and
customer service.

large increase in intention amongst nonMuslims over the last five years, from 59%
to 76%.
Dubai

The number of customers
who say they would
subscribe to an Islamic
banking product in the next
six months has remained
consistent since 2018 –
four out of five, or 80%.
There has, however, been a
IIBI 9
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In Brief

The Qatar Financial Centre has
been admitted to the Islamic Financial
Services Board, the international
standards setting body, as an associate
member. As an associate member, the
QFC can participate in the IFSB General
Assembly, receive technical assistance
from the IFSB and participate in
Working Groups, Task Force and closeddoor discussions for the development of
IFSB prudential standards.
The Pakistan Stock Exchange has
launched the Murabaha Share Financing
(MSF) system. It is hoped that the new
system will help to mop up some of
the excess liquidity in Pakistan’s Islamic
banks, which currently lack Shari’ahcompliant investment tools.
According to the latest Islamic Banking
Bulletin of the State Bank of Pakistan
assets of the Islamic banking industry
grew by 7.3% (Rs. 202 billion) during the
quarter April to June, 2019 and stood
at Rs. 2,992 billion by June 30, 2019.
Similarly, deposits of Islamic banking
industry witnessed growth of 9.8% (Rs.
216 billion) and reached Rs. 2,415 billion
by end June, 2019. Market share of
Islamic banking assets and deposits in
the overall banking industry was recorded
at 14.4% and 15.9%, respectively by
end June, 2019. Profit before tax
of the Islamic banking industry was
recorded at Rs. 32 billion by end June,
2019. Operating expenses in the period,
when compared to the previous quarter,
declined from 54.7% to 52.6%.
The UK’s Al Rayan Bank has launched
an Everyday Saver account provides
customers with instant access to their
money when they need it, with profit

10 IIBI
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paid on a monthly basis. Customers can
open the account with as little as £500
and can save a maximum of £1 million.
The expected profit rate is 1.6%.
In a stock exchange filing Kuwait
Financial House (KFH) has said that
the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) has
approved its acquisition of 100% of the
shares of Bahrain’s Ahli United Bank
(AUB) conditional on meeting certain
requirements of CBK. The deal is
valued around $8.8 billion. KFH plans
to issue one share for every 2.326 shares
of AUB.
Godwin Capital, the fundraising
and investment arm of the Godwin
Group, has introduced a new Shari’ahcompliant investment opportunity to
the European market. Godwin Capital
aims to raise £20 million through
the wakala investment instrument,
which will be used to fund property
developments in key locations across
the UK including Birmingham, Derby,
and Nottingham.
Bahrain National Bank, which already
has a 29% stake, has made an offer to
buy the rest of Bahrain Islamic Bank.
This would be a further step towards
consolidation in the banking market in
the Gulf.
Al Baraka Banking Group becomes
the first bank in the West Asia region
to officially sign the new Principles
for Responsible Banking, which were
developed through an innovative global
partnership between banks and the
UN Environment Programme Finance
Initiative (UNEP FI). By committing
to these principles, Al Baraka is also the
first in the Islamic banking sector to do
so. Launched last month ahead of the

UN Climate Action Summit in New
York, the Principles for Responsible
Banking provide the framework for
a sustainable banking system and
establish best practices that will assist
banks in creating and demonstrating
positive impact within their
communities and society at large.
Three banks are planning to launch
Islamic banking services in Ethiopia.
They are Hijra Bank, Zem Bank and
the latest is ZAD Bank.
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank is
to consider increasing foreign
ownership stock limits from the
25% level set in late 2018. First
Abu Dhabi Bank is also planning
to increase levels from 25% to
40%. This would follow the lead of
Emirates NBD which has recently
increased levels from 5% to 20%.
A BBC investigation suggests that
British South Asians, particularly
Muslims, have been among
the victims of the OneCoin
cryptocurrency fraud, despite a fatwa
issued by British-based scholar,
Mufti Amjad Mohammed. OneCoin
had apparently been issued with a
certificate of Shari’ah compliance
by the Al Huda Centre of Islamic
Banking and Economics, based in
Pakistan. The Al Huda Centre has
issued a formal statement denying
that they had issued such a certificate.
The founder of OneCoin, Dr Ruja
Ignatova, has disappeared, having
been charged in absentia with fraud
by US authorities. Her brother, who
admits being part of the fraud has
been arrested in the US. OneCoin is,
however, still trading from Bulgaria,
insisting it is a viable business.

www.islamic-banking.com
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SUKUK UPDATE

Sukuk Update
Modest Growth for the
Sukuk Market 2018

The International Islamic Market’s
Annual Sukuk Report 2019 reports
the sukuk market for 2018. It notes
that 2018 saw modest growth due to
higher commodity prices particularly
oil, a continuing increase in sovereign
sukuk issuance, stable corporate sukuk
issuance in certain geographies and
a healthy pipeline for 2019. It also
notes a growing interest in green
and SRI (Sustainable and Responsive
Investment) sukuk to support SMEs
(small and medium enterprises) and
the use of blockchain technology in
the issuance of sukuk.
Total sukuk issuance in 2018 was
$123.15 billion, up 5% on 2017.
(International sukuk issuance was
down 14%, while domestic sukuk
issuance was up 14%.) The vast bulk
of outstanding sukuk in 2018, 90.4%,
came from established players such as
Malaysia, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates and Bahrain.
The report, however, expects
countries such as Turkey, Pakistan,
Oman and Qatar, as well as part of
Africa, to increase their market share
in the future.
Sovereign sukuk were the main
contributor to market growth in 2018
with a 65% share of total issuance,
followed by corporate sukuk with
a 17% share. (Malaysia was largely
responsible for the stability of the
corporate sukuk market.)
Looking to the future, RAM
Ratings have upwardly revised their
projections for the sukuk market
in 2019. Their bullish attitude is
underpinned by better than forecast
sukuk issuance in Malaysia and
Indonesia and an expectation that the
GCC will fund a larger proportion of
its borrowing requirements through
sukuk in 2019.
www.islamic-banking.com

New IIFM Standard
Documentation Suites
Expected

At its 40th Board meeting held in Dubai
in July 2019 the IIFM ((International
Islamic Financial Market) confirmed
that it expects to publish a capitalmarket-related Sukuk Al Ijarah standard
suite of documentation later in the
year. The market consultation exercise
with the global working group members
concluded in April 2019 and the
Shari’ah guidance and approval process
is now under way. In a second phase,
IIFM also intends to develop Sukuk Al
Ijarah standard documentation covering
the securitisation market.
It also confirmed that the working
group consultation on Perpetual Tier
1 and Senior Unsecured Sukuk Al
Mudarabah standard documentation is
currently ongoing and expected to be
completed by the end of September
2019 after which the Shari’ah guidance
and approval exercise will commence.
Deloitte’s Islamic Finance Knowledge
Centre in the Middle East, in
collaboration with the International
Shari’ah Research Academy (ISRA),
have launched a new industry report,
‘Sustainable Finance: Can Sukuk become
a driver of solar and green energy growth?’,
providing an analysis of the driving
factors and future potential for sukuk to
finance the development of renewable
energy projects. The report examines
the value proposition provided by
Islamic finance, as well as presenting
anchor transactions and structures
currently used in the market-place.

Renewable Energy
Projects – An Opportunity
for Islamic Finance

This is Deloitte’s second renewable
energy paper analysing industry
investment trends, regulatory
frameworks, stakeholders, financing
strategies and success stories that help

drive the value
proposition for
Islamic finance
alternatives.
‘The majority of the
10 Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) countries
Professor Mohamad
researched in the
Akram Laldin
Deloitte report
have seen a rising
trend in investments through both
conventional and Islamic finance
arrangements primarily driven by
international developers and strategic
national investors,’ explains Joe El Fadl,
Financial Services Industry Leader.
‘This has also encouraged many other
investors to engage in scale solar and
green energy projects, thereby enjoying
the incentives offered by their respective
governments.
‘The drive to promote green energy in
many countries, along with optimisation
of solar solution costs, will continue to
attract strategic investors into the sector
primarily driven by promising returns
and sustainable capital flow.’
‘Looking at the growing interest in
Islamic finance, we have observed
various efforts being devoted to come
up with solutions related to sustainable
development of solar energy projects.
This will be a future driver of focus for
Shari’ah scholars and practitioners alike,’
said Professor Mohamad Akram Laldin,
Executive Director, International
Shari’ah Research Academy for Islamic
Finance.
‘As solar energy continues to
become a key renewable source in
many OIC markets, and the need
for capital funding, sukuk can play
a key role in bridging the gap in
funding requirements and offer
viable investment projects to local
and international investors,’ explains
IIBI 11

SUKUK UPDATE
Dr Hatim El Tahir, Director of the
Deloitte Islamic Finance Knowledge
Centre.
‘There is a healthy pipeline of solar
and other alternative energy projects
being developed in the Middle East
region and Islamic finance can play a
significant role in the financing of these
projects’ concluded Vishal Rander,
Director, Project & Infrastructure
Finance, Deloitte Middle East.
(The 10 OIC countries researched for the
report were Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain,
Jordan, Morocco, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Pakistan, Kazakhstan, and Turkey.)

Moody’s Forecast Fourth
Consecutive Annual Increase
in Sukuk Issuance
Moody’s Investors Service has forecast
that sukuk issuance is set to rise 6% to
around $130 billion in 2019, a fourth
consecutive annual increase. ‘Increased
activity in Saudi Arabia and Malaysia
helped drive strong issuance of $87
billion in the first six months and this
has reduced funding needs,’ said Nitish
Bhojnagarwala, VP-Sr Credit Officer
at Moody’s. ‘We therefore expect
second-half volumes to moderate to
around $43 billion, though Malaysia and
Gulf Cooperation Council countries,
particularly Saudi Arabia, will continue
issuing regularly.’

Governments across the core Islamic
finance markets (Malaysia, Indonesia
and GCC countries) continue to adjust
their funding mix, supporting longterm growth in sukuk volumes. The
change reflects these countries’ cultural
affinity with Islamic finance and their
governments’ desire to promote
Shari’ah-compliant banking. Rising
demand for sukuk from domestic
Islamic banks, and central bank issuance
in the core Islamic finance markets, are
also supportive.
New entrants and green sukuk could
also stimulate issuance. Moody’s
12 IIBI
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expects some African sovereigns to enter
the market and Egypt set up a Shari’ah
supervisory committee in April to
oversee sukuk issuance. While the green
sukuk market is in its infancy, issuance is
likely to accelerate as efforts to combat
climate change gain traction, building
on initial green sukuk transactions in
Malaysia and Indonesia.
In another report has said it expects
African sukuk issuance to continue
expanding steadily to fund sovereigns
and financial institutions, supported by
global investors’ growing comfort with
Islamic instruments. In October and
December last year, the governments
of Morocco and Nigeria issued $105
million and $327 million of sukuk,
respectively. It was an inaugural issuance
from Morocco and the transaction was
3.6 times oversubscribed, according to
reports.
Structural constraints that have
prevented sukuk markets from
developing even faster remain, however.
These constraints include the legislative
complexity and time associated with
sukuk issuance, especially for new
issuers, and the need to identify physical
collateral (for example, infrastructure
projects) to support the sukuk structure.
Nonetheless, Moody’s expects robust
issuance in African sukuk over the next
18 months as more African sovereigns
seek to diversify their funding base.
Egypt, Algeria and Sudan have recently
expressed interest in issuing sukuk. In
April, Egypt set up a Shari’ah supervisory
committee to oversee sukuk issuance.

The government of Pakistan had
been planning to issue an Rs 200
billion sukuk to clear circular debt. It
had apparently already arranged to
raise this money from Islamic banks,
backed by a sovereign guarantee,
plus pledging the assets of the power
distribution companies. It is, however,
reported in The News International that
the IMF (International Monetary
Fund), which granted Pakistan a $6
billion, 39 month loan facility in midsummer 2019, that the IMF has barred
Pakistan from offering any sovereign
guarantees until their review due in
December 2019.
Taking advantage of current low
borrowing costs, Saudi Arabia has
issued a $2.5 billion sukuk. The
10-year sukuk had an initial price guide
of between 145 and 150 basis points
above midswaps and closed at 125
basis points. The Kingdom has already
raised $10.9 billion of Eurobonds this
year, and the new deal will complete its
funding requirements on international
markets.
Dar Al Arkan, a Middle Eastern real
estate developer, has listed a $600
million five-year sukuk on Nasdaq
Dubai. It was more than 2.5 times
oversubscribed and received
significant interest from Middle
Eastern, European and Asian
investors. It brings Dar Al Arkan’s total
sukuk value listed on Nasdaq Dubai to
$1.6 billion, following listings of two
sukuk of $500 million each in 2017
and 2018.

Aldar Investment Properties LLC
has raised $500 million through a
10-year sukuk. The sukuk carries a
coupon rate of 3.875%. This is the
In Brief
first 10-year public sukuk offering by
Bahrain has raised $2 billion with its
an Abu Dhabi-based issuer and was
first US dollar sukuk issue since the
more than six times oversubscribed,
Kingdom received a $10 billion bailout
with global investors accounting for
from Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE. 71% of the total transaction allocation.
The issue is due in 2027 with a yield of
The net proceeds of the offering will
4.5%.
be used to refinance existing debt.
Moody’s forecast contrasts with Fitch Ratings
who have reported the sukuk market as flat in
the first nine months of 2019.
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Malaysian Government
Propose Expansion of
MySalam Takaful Scheme

The MySalam takaful scheme launched
in 2019 offers protection to around 4.3
million people in the event of critical
illness or hospitalisation. Initially it
covered individuals up to the age of
55. Now the Malaysian government
propose to extend coverage to
individuals up to the age of 65. It will
also extend coverage from 36 to 45
medical conditions.
The scheme provides a one-off
payment of RM8,000 upon diagnosis
of a critical illness such as cancer, heart
disease and Alzheimers. It also pays
an allowance of RM50 per day for
hospitalisation up to a maximum of
RM700 per annum.

New Entrant to Malaysian
Takaful Market

FWD Takaful Bhd is a new entrant
to the Malaysian takaful market. The
company is a subsidiary of the FWD
Group, part of the Pacific Century
Group, owned by Hong Kong
billionaire Richard Li. FWD Group
owns 49% of the new company and
20% is owned by the Employees
Provident Fund. A sum of RM 0.6
billion has been allocated for investment
over the next five years with the aim of
gaining a 15% market share by 2025.
One immediate effect of the July 2019
announcement was a fall of 3.4% in
the share price of Syarikat Takaful
Malaysia Keluarga Bhd (STMK). This,
despite Syarikat’s reporting just a few
days earlier of a
61% increase in
second quarter
net profit.

Richard Li, Chairman,
Pacific Century Group

One of FWD’s
first moves
was to launch
a direct online
channel, the first

www.islamic-banking.com

in Malaysia, offering a product called
FWD Protect Direct. The product
offers single certificate health insurance
with four options – individual, couple,
family with two children and single
parent family with two children.

In Brief

Egypt’s Financial Regulatory
are proposing a new bill that will
ban mergers between takaful and
conventional insurance companies,
unless the conventional insurance
company changes its basic operating
principles so that they are based on
takaful. The bill will also require
takaful insurers to reinsure their risk
with retakaful companies. If there
are insufficient retakaful resources
available in the market, the FRA may
be approached to approve the use of
conventional reinsurers.
Nigeria’s National Insurance
Commission has granted approval
in principle for Cornerstone Takaful
Insurance Company and Salam Takaful
Insurance Company to transact family
and general takaful. This doubles
the number of takaful operators
in Nigeria from two to four. Final
approval will be granted once the two
companies have provided evidence
of the products to be offered, IT
infrastructure, etc.
Malaysia’s Shari’ah investment
provider PMB Investment Berhad
(PMB Investment) and takaful
operator Zurich Takaful Malaysia
Berhad (Zurich Takaful) have
announced that they have signed a
Strategic Collaboration Memorandum
(MOU) – Referral Arrangement &
Cross Agency Appointment to comarket and cross-sell each other’s
product portfolios. Both companies
will now be able to offer a broader line
of financial products and solutions
to meet the needs of their respective
customers.

Nigeria’s National Insurance
Commission has approved two new
takaful companies in principle, bringing
the number operating in Nigeria
to four. The two new companies,
Cornerstone Takaful and Salam Takaful
join Noor Takaful and Jaiz Takaful.
Bank Muscat’s Islamic window
operation, Meetaq, has signed an
agreement with Takaful Oman to offer
its customers motor insurance. Both
comprehensive and third party policies
will be available.
Malaysian-based Etiqa is considering
offering takaful products in the
Philippines. Their decision will depend
on the ability of Islamic banks to
offer them distribution channels in the
country.
Turkey’s share of the global takaful
market (estimated at $28 billion)
has increased from 1.5% in 2014 to
5% in 2019 according to a report
from the Committee for Economic
and Commercial Cooperation of
the Organisation of the Islamic
Cooperation (COMCEC).
The International Shari’ah Research
Academy (ISRA) based in Kuala
Lumpur is to co-operate with FWD
Takaful to develop products for
low-income customers who have
been unable to afford insurance/
takaful cover. It is understood that
the products could feature elements
of waqf and zakat. It is estimated that
40% of the Malaysian population fall
into the category of low earners with
income of less than $717 per month.
Takaful provider, Kuwait Finance
House (KFH), has added a new benefit
to its health insurance policy, offering
discounts of up to 50% to health
insurance card holders. The offer
includes many health clubs, medical
clinics and nutrition and health centres.
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The Implications of Basel IV
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee), was formed in 1974 by central bankers from the G10
countries, who were at that time working towards building new international financial standards to replace the collapsed
Bretton Woods system. The primary objective of the Basel Committee is to set global standards for the prudential
regulation of banks. Its members comprise central banks and bank supervisors from different jurisdictions. The
headquarters of the Basel Committee is in the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel, Switzerland.
The standards and regulations formulated by the Basel Committee establish minimum standards of risk and liquidity
management and seek to ensure that the global financial system functions without severe disruption. It provides guidance
on minimum capital requirements, a supervisory review process and the effective use of market discipline. While Islamic
banks operate under different regulatory frameworks, the Basel Committee standards do provide an opportunity for the
Islamic banking system to align itself with international banking standards and to enhance their risk management and
system of internal controls. It is, therefore, equally important that Islamic banks should also encompass the evolving Basel
Committee standards.
At a time when many banks have
as a safeguard against the types
the European banking industry as
barely got to grips with Basel III, Basel many Islamic banks, from the Gulf
of financial and operational risks
IV is already waiting in the wings.
associated with investing and lending
to Malaysia, respect Basel banking
McKinsey has recently published a
practices faced by banks.
regulations.
report on the subject. ‘The current
state of the suggested changes (a mix
Basel III
Basel Accords
of consultation papers and finalised
Basel III rules were formulated to
Basel I and II
standards) would rework the approach
address short-comings in financial
The first Basel Accord, or Basel I, was
to risk-weighted assets (RWA) and
regulation that were believed to
agreed in 1988 and implemented in the
possibly internal ratings, as well as set
have contributed to the last global
G10 countries to some degree by 1992.
regulatory capital floors. According
financial crisis and seeking to improve
It provided methodologies for assessing
to their analysis, if banks do nothing
banks’ credit risk based on risk-weighted banks’ ability to deal with financial
to mitigate their impact, these rules
and economic stress, improve risk
assets and proposed minimum capital
will require about €120 billion in
management and provide greater
requirements to keep banks solvent
additional capital, while reducing the
during times of financial difficulty. Basel transparency, requiring enhanced
banking sector’s return on equity by
I was followed by Basel II in 2004. Basel risk disclosure and market discipline.
0.6 percentage points. This is a game
Like all Basel Committee standards,
II, unlike Basel 1, set out internal risk
changer for the European banking
Basel III standards are minimum
and capital management standards to
industry.’ It will affect more than
requirements, which apply to
ensure that banks hold capital reserves
internationally active banks.
The Bretton Woods system emerged in 1944 at the conference of the
world’s richest countries instituting a fixed exchange-rate system that
lasted until the early 1970s. Bretton Woods saw all currencies linked
to the US dollar, and the dollar linked to gold. Its principal aims were
to create an efficient foreign exchange system, preventing competitive
devaluations of currencies and promoting international economic stability
and growth. In 1971, however, U.S. President Richard Nixon announced
the ‘temporary’ suspension of the dollar’s convertibility into gold. This
led to the breakdown of the system and the major currencies began to
float against each other, providing opportunities to manipulate currencies.
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Essentially Basel III was focussed on
improving the quality and quantity
of regulatory capital and liquidity,
which to some extent was a response
to the difficulties in which financial
institutions found themselves
following the 2008 financial crisis. It
increased Tier 1 capital requirements
from 4.5% to 6%; introduced
buffer and leverage requirements
www.islamic-banking.com
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New rules brought by Basel also state that stress-testing should form an
integral part of the overall governance and risk management culture of the
bank, especially forward-looking stress-testing and scenario analysis. (The Basel
Accord, 2013)
and stipulated that at least 4.5% of
Tier 1 capital should be common
stock, known as CET1. The Basel
Committee, however, did not take
into account the features of Islamic
banking in the development of the
new Basel III standard. . A sample of
financial statements from some Islamic
banks show that the move from debtbased to equity-based instruments
under Basel III is fully in keeping with
the operating system of Islamic banks.

Post Basel III

It is almost inevitable that the minute
a new standard or regulation is
published, someone says, ’That’s all
very well, but ....’ and that is the case
with Basel III. In the words of the
McKinsey report:
‘After Basel III went into effect, the
Basel Committee wanted to revisit
transparency and consistency in risk
measurements across approaches,
jurisdictions, and banks. In 2014,
the Basel Committee began issuing

What Can Banks Do Now?

McKinsey suggest that there are
some actions that banks can take that
will have a positive impact now and
will put those banks that make these
changes ahead of the curve in terms of
proposals to revise the credit risk
competitiveness. These are as follows:
standardised approach (SA) and simpler
•
Banks should correct RWA
approaches for measuring operational
accuracy and processes –
risk leading to the proposal of a new
relatively easy to do without a
standardised measurement approach
high level of investment
(SMA) for operational risk in 2016. It
•
There should be a stronger
also started a discussion on aggregated
focus on capital efficiency
internal-rating model floors, concerned
through actions such as
about the wide variability in RWA (Risk
requiring more collateral,
Weighted Assets) arising from banks’
reducing unutilised lines and
internal models. The Basel Committee had
increasing the profitability of
already begun negotiating a revised market
low-profit customers. Banks
risk framework, the fundamental review
should, however, wait to take
of the trading book (FRTB), for which
actions such as modifying
a final standard was published in January
product lines and repricing
2016.’
until the regulations are
finalised.
At the time of writing, most aspects of
•
Banks should build greater
Basel IV have yet to be finalised. When
balance sheet flexibility by
they are finalised financial institutions
placing assets with high-risk
will have to look carefully to see how
weightings with third parties
they will be impacted. Impacts will vary
such as insurance companies,
depending on geography, bank model
pension funds and asset
and/or business model, but until Basel IV
managers.
is finalised it is difficult to be absolutely
confident about the appropriate mitigating Islamic Banks and Basel IV
actions that can be taken.
In December 2018 the Basel
Committee announced new proposals,
commonly known as ‘Basel IV’,
setting the capital requirements for the
banking industry. The methodologies
for the determination of capital
requirements of banks are to be
revised and changes introduced that
limit the reduction in capital that can
result from banks’ use of internal
models under the Internal Ratings
Based approach (IRB-approach),
an overhaul of the operational risk
framework; a significant change to
the credit valuation adjustment (CVA)

Essentially Basel III was focussed on
improving the quality and quantity of
regulatory capital and liquidity, which
to some extent was a response to the
difficulties in which financial institutions
found themselves following the 2008
financial crisis.
www.islamic-banking.com
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As Islamic banks increasingly operate
and trade outside majority Muslim
countries, they find themselves having
to comply with regulatory regimes
that are inimical to the whole ethos of
Islamic finance.

capital charge for derivatives and an
aggregate output floor to limit the
benefit from internal models combined
with more detailed disclosure of
reserves and other financial statistics.
The implementation of and dealing
with the impact of the Basel IV
framework, intended to take effect from
January 2022, is likely to be a major
challenge for all banks including Islamic
banks with the increase in financial
financial reporting standards (IFRS), or
innovation and diversity of Islamic
financial products that are essential for as ‘own capital’ for regulatory purposes.’
The problem is compounded by the fact
competing with conventional banks..
that UPSIAs are not treated in the same
way across different jurisdictions and by
In a world where banking regulations
the limited governance rights for UPSIA
are weighted towards the practices and
holders.
concerns of the conventional banking
industry, Islamic banks can often find
The practical outcome is that Islamic
themselves at a disadvantage. For
example, Islamic banks use unrestricted banks tend to shy away from placing
funds in assets such as musharakah and
profit sharing investment accounts
mudarabah. Instead, they tend to favour
(UPSIAs) in place of interest bearing
deposit accounts, but to quote from the exchange-based contracts such as ijara
Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) and murabaha, where an asset is sold or
leased to the customer.
paper on risk sharing in Islamic banks,
‘they are not ‘capital certain’ as the
While risk sharing is a fundamental
bank has no contractual obligation to
principle of Islamic finance, the global
guarantee the principal amount in case
regulatory environment tends to work
of investment losses and, in fact, the
mudarabah contract excludes the giving against this principle being fully realised.
As Islamic banks increasingly operate
of any such guarantee.’ Clearly such
and trade outside majority Muslim
accounts would attract a higher risk
countries, they find themselves having to
weighting than conventional deposit
comply with regulatory regimes that are
accounts. The paper goes on to say,
inimical to the whole ethos of Islamic
‘UPSIAs do not qualify for treatment
finance.
as equity, according to international

The implementation of and dealing
with the impact of the Basel IV
framework, intended to take effect from
January 2022, is likely to be a major
challenge for all banks including Islamic
banks with the increase in financial
innovation and diversity of Islamic
financial products that are essential for
competing with conventional banks.
16 IIBI

Given that the Basel standards
were intended for the regulation
of conventional banks, the Islamic
banking and finance industrywill need
to modify these to conform to their
Shari’ah-compliant banking, finance and
investment activities. On this matter the
Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB)
is playing a pivotal role in developing its
own standards for the capital adequacy
and sound risk management and
governance of the Islamic banking and
finance industry to align with those of
the Basel Committee.
The Islamic Financial Services
Board (IFSB), based in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, was founded on
3rd November 2002. It serves as
an international standard-setting
body of regulatory and supervisory
agencies that have a vested interest
in ensuring the soundness and
stability of the Islamic financial
services industry, which is defined
broadly to include banking, capital
markets and insurance. In advancing
this mission, the IFSB promotes
the development of a prudent and
transparent Islamic financial services
industry through introducing new,
or adapting, existing international
standards consistent with Shari’ah
principles and recommending them
for adoption. To this end, the work
of the IFSB complements that of
the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, the International
Organisation of Securities
Commissions and the International
Association of Insurance
Supervisors.
www.islamic-banking.com
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Conventional Derivatives Products vs Islamic
Derivatives Products
The following article is a lightly
Derivates makes it possible to manage
edited version of a paper produced
by Mariem Afzaz. Assmaa Aarabe.
the risks of the products to which
Chaimae Azarkan and Boutaina
Bendahman, supervised by PR. Akhrif
they are linked by anticipating the
Amin, Université Abdelmalek Essaadi,
Morocco.
fluctuations in the markets.
Background

Over the last thirty years, the
globalisation of the economy has
led companies to become aware of
financial risks. This has prompted the
financial services industry to invent
remarkable products to manage these
risks. We then witnessed the growing
development of derivatives on the
financial markets, not only in terms of
volume but also in terms of types of
contracts. Derivatives have also grown
much faster than conventional financial
transactions, which themselves were
already outpacing growth in production
or merchandise trade. But what is a
derivative? It is actually a contract
whose value is ‘derived’ from the
price of something else, usually ‘cash
investments’, such as stocks, bonds,
money instruments, or commodities.
Derivates makes it possible to manage
the risks of the products to which
they are linked by anticipating the
fluctuations in the markets. Overall,
the size of the derivatives market is
significant.
Under the broad perspective of Islamic
Capital Markets, Islamic financial
instruments need to follow the axioms
of Shari’ah and Islamic Law. From
the viewpoint of contemporary
scholars like Kahf, any Islamic financial
instrument or transaction has to
undergo strict screening and abide by
the principles of (i) consent, aptitude,
(ii) balance, (iii) moral commitment/
ethical foundation, (iv) Shari’ah
permissibility and (v) realism. Looking
www.islamic-banking.com

at the history of derivatives they were
introduced for the noble purpose
of managing risk and hedging open
financial exposures of genuine needs.
The unfortunate part, however, is that
they have become the most famous, and
the most used instrument for arbitrage
and speculative activity.
So what are the differences between
Islamic and conventional derivatives
products? And on what are these
differences based?

Conventional Derivatives
Products

Derivatives are securities whose value
is determined by an underlying asset
on which it is based. The underlying
asset, however, determines the price
and if the price of the asset changes,
the derivative changes along with
it. A few examples of derivatives are
futures, forwards, options and swaps.
The purpose of these securities is to
give producers and manufacturers
the opportunity to hedge risks. By
using derivatives both parties agree
on a sale at a specified price at a
later date. In each derivative certain
aspects are documented such as the
relation between the derivative, type
of underlying asset and the market in
which they are traded. It is essential
to understand the strengths and
weaknesses of each derivative to
employ them to their fullest potential.

Futures

Futures are exchange organised
contracts which determine the size,

delivery time and price of a commodity.
Futures can easily be traded because
they are standardised by an exchange.
Per commodity traded there are
different aspects specified in a futures
contract. First is the quality of a
commodity. For a commodity to be
traded on the exchange, it must meet
the set requirements. Second is the
size of a single contract. The size
determines the units of a commodity
that are traded per contract. Third is
the delivery date, which determines
on which date or in which month the
commodity must be delivered

Swaps

A swap is a derivative in which two
counterparties agree to exchange one
stream of cash flows against another
stream. Swaps can be used to hedge
interest rate risks or to speculate on
changes in the underlying prices. For
example, when trading commodities the
first party, an airline company relying
on kerosene, agrees to pay a fixed price
for a pre-determined quantity of this
commodity. The other party, a bank,
agrees to pay the spot price for the
commodity. In this way the airline
company has a fixed price it will pay
for the commodity. A rise in the price
of the commodity is in this case paid
by the bank. Should the price fall the
difference will be paid to the bank.

Forward Contracts

A forward contract is an agreement to
buy or sell an asset on a specified date
for a specified price. The main features
of forward contracts are:
IIBI 17
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•
•
•
•

There is an agreement
The agreement is to buy or sell
the underlying asset
The transaction takes place on a
predetermined future date
The price at which the
transaction will take place is
also predetermined

Option Contracts

An option contract is a contract which
gives one party the right to buy or sell
the underlying asset on a future date
at a pre-determined price. The other
party has the obligation to sell/buy the
underlying asset at this pre-determined
price (called the strike price). The
option, which gives the right to buy, is
known as the ‘Call’ option while the
option which gives the right to sell is
called the ‘Put’ option.

Islamic Derivatives Products
Arbun

The arbun is a commission paid by
a potential buyer to a potential seller
for the purpose of having the right to
acquire a property, paying its price of
course, within a specified time interval.
In case of purchase, the buyer only pays
the remaining amount of the arbun,
since the latter is considered part of the
price to be paid. Otherwise, that is to
say if the potential buyer decides not to
buy during the period of time reserved
for him by the arbun, the seller has the
right to keep the arbun. This financial
instrument is reminiscent of the call
option in conventional finance. Unlike
a conventional option, the arbun is not
for sale or available to buy since this
practice induces speculation (gharar),
illegal in Islam.

Waad

Waad is a word in Arabic that means
promise. This is a promise to sell or
buy a property. This promise is declared
unilaterally. The one who has promised
must keep his commitments on the day
of execution of the waad contract. In
the same way, the one who is promised
must honour the waad backed a penalty
18 IIBI
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clause. Finally, if the person making
the promise does not keep the promise
contained in the waad contract, the
court may force the execution of the
contract or award compensation to
the promised party. From this point
of view, the waad contract, while valid
and compatible with Shari’ah law, does
not offer incentives (whether legal or
financial) to the person making the
promise.

Bai’ Salam

A contract under fiqh rules is a
transaction between two parties for the
sale/purchase of an underlying asset
at a predetermined future date but at
a price determined and fully paid on
the day the contract is signed. The
seller at the initiation of the contract
agrees to deliver the asset in the agreed
quantity and quality to the buyer at the
predetermined future date.
The salam contract is subject to several
conditions, including the following:
•
Full payment by the buyer at
the time of effecting the sale.
•
The underlying asset must be
able to be standardised, easily
quantifiable and of a designated
quality.
•
Quantity, quality, maturity date
and place of delivery must be
clearly enumerated in the salam
agreement.
•
The underlying asset or
commodity must be available
and traded in the markets
throughout the period of the
contract

Istisna’

Istisna’ means asking someone to
construct, build or manufacture an
asset. In Islamic finance, istisna’ is
generally a long-term contract whereby
a party undertakes to manufacture,
build or construct assets, with an
obligation from the manufacturer
or producer to deliver them to the
customer upon completion. In practice,
the key advantage of an istisna’ contract
is that it can provide flexibility to the

customer, where payments can be
made in instalments linked to project
completion, at delivery or after project
completion. In contrast to istisna’, for
salam contracts the payment has to be
made in full, in advance.

Differences Between
Islamic and Conventional
Derivatives Products
Shari’ah Permissibility

Shari’ah permissibility refers to the
standard that all financial instruments
should pass to be considered halal or be
acceptable by the Muslim community
in accordance with Islamic Law. At a
primary level, all financial instruments
and transactions must be free of at least
the following five items: (a) riba (usury),
(b) rishwah (corruption), (c) maysir
(gambling), (d) gharar (unnecessary risk)
and (e) jahl (ignorance).

Riba

Riba is literally defined as increment, an
addition or augmentation. Islam, like all
other monotheistic religions, prohibits
riba. The prohibition of riba in Islam
is given in strong and clear-cut terms
– ‘And whatever ye lay out as riba, so
that it may increase in the property of
(other) people, it shall not increase with
Allah.’ (Quran 30:39).

Rishwah (Corruption)

As evident by the very word, any kind
of corruption in any contract or any
Islamic financial instrument is not
permitted. The concept of ‘ethical
investment’ and morality is one of the
principles with which the instrument
needs to conform with.

Maysir (Gambling)

Maysir from a financial instrument
viewpoint would be one where the
outcome is purely dependent on chance
alone, as defined in the modern word
‘gambling’. Why Islam prohibits maysir
is explained in the view of jurists, as
the game of chance that does not give
a reason for the transfer of wealth
from one party to another. Also, an
www.islamic-banking.com
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instrument dependent on chance does
not serve economic purpose and gives
rise to speculation, which is prohibited
as it may exploit and harm a party.

Gharar (Unnecessary Risk)

Gharar is one of the most important
causes of invalidity of any contract
or financial instrument. Gharar takes
place where the consequences of a
transaction remain unknown. From
the viewpoint of Islamic financial
instruments, it can be defined as where
there is uncertainty from one or both
parties about the underlying asset.

Jahl (Ignorance)

It is unacceptable from the viewpoint
of Shari’ah compliance that one
party may gain advantage out of the
ignorance of the other party. Both the
counterparties should be well aware
of the implications of the financial
transactions they are undertaking.
With the element of jahl it borders on
exploitation, which results in the very
contract being void according to the
majority of jurists.

Comparison Between
Islamic and Conventional
Derivatives Products
Bai’ Salam

Conventional futures contracts are
similar to the salam contract in all
the conditions except for the full
prepayment by the buyer. Both
contracts feature assets that are capable
of standardisation; there is a defined
maturity date; the quality and quantity
of the asset are defined and the asset
must be available in the market.

Waad

In Shari’ah it is not permissible to
link two financial contracts, so waad
involves two parties making two
unilateral promises on the same subject.
Whereas in conventional finance,
e.g. with a swaps contract, the two
operations are linked. Waad in addition
does not allow any incentives to the
www.islamic-banking.com

POINT OF VIEW

Arbun
Arbun

Conventional Equivalent

The money is not a premium; it is it is
a down payment on the price of the
contract.
The buyer pays the seller a deposit to
have the right to conclude or cancel the
sale.
If the buyer continues with the contract
within the stipulated time period, the
deposit becomes a part of the price
negotiated.
If the buyer decides to cancel the
transaction or decides not to go ahead
with the sale, the deposit is forfeited by
the buyer and the deposit can be kept by
the seller.

The nature of the contract and the
use of options are amounts to maysir
(gambling).
Options are used for excessive
speculation.
The premium paid is impermissible.
The deposit in Bay Al Arbun becomes
a part of the price of the contract
while, in the case of a conventional call
option, the down payment is the price
of buying the right to that price.

Istisna
Istisna

Conventional Equivalent

The nature and quality of the item is
specified
The manufacturer must make a
commitment to produce the item as
described
The contract is irrevocable after the
commencement of manufacture except
where delivered goods do not meet the
contracted terms
Payment can be made in one lump sum
or in instalments and at any time up to or
after the time of delivery
The manufacturer is responsible for
sourcing inputs to the production
process
There is no requirement for advance
payment

Istisna is more in line with the
conventional forward contract where
the price is not paid in advance
Delivery will only be made once both
parties have agreed that the terms of
the contract have been met
The advance payment can be used to
acquire the equipment necessary for the
manufacture of the product

person making the promise to complete
the contract.

Conclusion

Instruments such as futures; swaps and
options are illicit in Islam and this can
negatively impact the competitiveness
of Islamic organisations. These
derivatives are intended to protect the
organisations against various risks such

as currency risk, risk of failure to deliver
goods, etc. and are, therefore, extremely
important, allowing businesses on
their core business rather than on risk
management. Aware of the negative
repercussions that may result from the
non-use of these financial techniques,
the Muslim religion has allowed certain
techniques: bai’ salam, istisna, arbun and
waad.
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The Genesis of the Modern Islamic Finance Industry
In our last issue we produced a synopsis of Muhammadan Jurisprudence – According to the Sunni Schools by Sir Abdur Rahim. It
looked at the very earliest origins of Islamic trade and finance, going right back to pre-Islamic Arab societies and their
practices and examined how they have informed the laws around contracts, riba, etc. This article is a synopsis of the
development of the modern Islamic finance industry, beginning in 1975 and bringing the story up to date. It is based on a
paper published by Academia and authored by Samir Abid Shaikh.
1971that he would end the Bretton
Muslim oil exporters on one side and
The Geopolitical
Woods system. That system, which was Israel and its western supporters on
Background
internationally devised and approved
the other side was a clear sign to the
Four events in the 1960s and 1970s
by
world
representatives
after
WW11,
Muslim nations that they needed to
triggered the establishment of the
had connected the values of world
cooperate to protect their common
Islamic finance industry. The first was
currencies to the U.S. dollar. The value
interests. These four events were
the outbreak of the first Arab Israeli
of
the
U.S.
dollar
was
in-turn
connected
a trigger that led to the creation of
war resulting in the loss of the Al-Aqsa
to the price of gold which was set by
Islamic banking.
Mosque, the Golan Heights and the
West Bank to the state of Israel. While the American Congress at US$35 per
ounce.
In the rest of this article it is important
these losses were painful to the Arab
to bear in mind four other factors.
inhabitants of the region, the loss of
Nixon’s action led to the devaluation of First, the author has excluded from his
Al-Aqsa in particular was especially
the U.S dollar, which adversely effected
analysis all banks that were established
painful to hundreds of millions of
millions
of
dollar
holders
in
the
world
as conventional financial institutions,
Muslims throughout the world. That
as well as international trade, which
but were Islamised later for one
war tempted some Arab oil producers
was mostly denominated in U.S. dollars. reason or the other. Current financial
to embark on an oil embargo against
The price of oil was (and still is)
indicators do not accurately reflect the
the main Western supporters of Israel,
generally denominated in U.S. dollars,
reality of Islamic banking, because
i.e. the U.S., Britain and others. While
which meant that the lower value of
they include the cumulative results
the embargo did not produce any
the
dollar
would
negatively
impact
the
of their many years of operation as
measurable results it did lead to the
value
of
oil
in
international
markets
and
conventional institutions. The mixing
establishment of a new cartel called
the returns the oil exporting countries
of these two types of banks in the same
the Organisation of Arab Petroleum
would
get.
listing would be misleading.
Exporting Countries (OPEC).
The second event took place in 1969
when a religious extremist set fire to the
Al-Aqsa Mosque. That act inflamed
the whole Muslim world. At the time,
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia was seen
by world Muslims as a guardian of the
Muslim’s holy shrines (which included
Al-Aqsa). The late king immediately
embarked on a mission to unite the
Muslim world against the atrocity.
King Faisal’s efforts resulted in the
establishment of the Organisation of
Islamic Conference (OIC) on the 25th
of September 1969. Initially it had a
membership of eight countries, which
eventually increased to 57countries.
The third event was US President
Richard Nixon’s announcement in
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The fourth event was the outbreak of
the second Arab -Israeli war in 1973.
Israel was supported by the US through
‘Operation Nickel Grass’. This entailed
567 aerial missions from the US to
Israel, which in total delivered 22,318
tons of material to the state of Israel.
In addition, Nixon requested Congress
to allocate US$2.2 billion to Israel,
more than half of which was in the
forms of grants.
In an attempt to make the war
between the Arabs and Israel more
balanced, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia
in collaboration with several other oil
exporters launched an oil embargo
against the major Western supporters
of Israel. The standoff between the

Secondly, the figures cited relate to an
institution’s year of establishment. The
listed capital, for instance, was that
which was declared on the first year of
operation.
Thirdly, due to the absence of a
global database for Islamic financial
institutions (IFIs) the listings are not
fully comprehensive and cover only
those institutions for which data was
available.
Finally, in the years since the first
IFIs were created, many conventional
financial institutions have been attracted
to the opportunity represented by
Islamic finance and set up Islamic
window operations. These have also
www.islamic-banking.com
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been excluded from the analysis on
the grounds that it is difficult to obtain
completely accurate and comparable
figures for them.

Seven Phases of
Development – 1975 to 2005
Phase 1 - 1975-1979

The first IFIs, were set up in 1975. In
1969, Muhammad Al-Faisal, a son
of King Faisal, approached the Saudi
government with a request to establish
an Islamic bank in Saudi Arabia. His
request was refused for a number of
reasons.
In 1972 following the annulment of
Bretton Woods and the consequential

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
financial losses of oil exporters Al-Faisal
approached the OIC requesting the
foundation of an international Islamic
bank. That request was accepted and
resulted in the establishment of the
Islamic Development Bank (IDB), which
commenced its operations in the city
of Jeddah (Saudi Arabia) on the 20th of
October 1975. This seems to have been
something of a green light and in the
next four years a number of IFIs were
set up. Among the first in 1975 were
the Islamic Development Bank based in
Saudi Arabia and Dubai Islamic Bank.
During this first phase 20 institutions
were established – 12 banks, five finance
and investment companies, two takaful
companies and one leasing company.

The largest in terms of capital and
assets was Bank Tejarat, Iran with $326
million and $59 billion respectively.
Dubai Islamic Bank was the largest
in terms of deposits with $16 billion
and also in terms of profit with $430
million.
In total, all of the institutions founded
during this period had capital of $2.5
billion, assets of $101 billion, deposits
of $38 billion and profits $969 million.
Total assets were 39 times capital. The
ratio of profits to capital was 0.38; the
ratio of profits to assets was 0.009 and
profits to deposits was 0.25.
The table below summarises year-onyear progress.

Phase One 1975-1979 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S. dollars)
Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

1975		

3		

113,820		

19,723,850

17,956,111

345,834

1976		

2		

189,097		

4,270,653		

3,409,244		

19,243

1977		

5		

413,724		

9,703,522		

7,779,081		

219,634

1978		

3		

382,478		

1.985,042		

1.120,841		

148.169

1979		

7		

1,438,328		

65,197,177

7,677,193		

236,185

Total 		

20		

2,537,447

100,880,244

37,942,470

969,065

Phase 2 - 1980-1984

The second phase from 1980 to
1989 saw a further 45 institutions
established, of which 30 were
banks, 12 were finance and
investment companies and three
were takaful companies. The
largest was Qatar Islamic Bank

with capital of $595 million,
assets of $14 billion, deposits of
$11.5 billion and profits of $503
million.
The total capital of all the
institutions was $3 billion, assets

Profits

were $40 billion, deposits of $31
billion and profits were $530
million. Assets were 13 times
capital and the ration of profits to
capital was 0.17, profits to assets
was 0.013 and profits to deposits
was 0.017.

Phase Two 1980-1984 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S. dollars)
Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

Profits

1980		

4		

475,156		

5,956,599		

2,119,123

513

1981		

6		

262,568		

1,345,821		

927,167		

-342,395

1982		

10		

1,029,638		

16,594,190

13,236,613

532,875

1983		

16		

1,020,525		

12,827,670

11,958,856

309,704

1984		

9		

283,640		

3,342,122		

2,637,384		

29,594

Total

45		3,075,933		40,066,402

30,879,143

530,291

Phase 3 - 1985-1989

In this third phase a
further 40 institutions
were established, of which
15 were banks, 19 were
finance and investment
companies and six were
takaful companies. The
largest institution was Saudi
www.islamic-banking.com

Arabia’s Al Rajhi Bank with
capital of $600 million, assets
of $14 billion, deposits of $10
billion and profits of $411
million.
The total of all institutions in
this period was $2.3 billion,

with assets of $26 billion,
deposits of $19 billion
and profits $575 million.
Assets were nearly 11 times
total capital. The ratio of
capital to profit was 0.23,
assets were 0.02 and profits
were 0.03.
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Phase Three 1985-1989 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S. dollars)
Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

1985		

13		

701,990		

4,174,991		

1,332,984		

42,338

1986		

2		

53,306		

41,626		

378,875

n.a.

1987		

9		

947,303		

14,772,028

11,262,126

433,454

1988		

3		

398,601		

4,726,420		

3,552,381		

69,040

1989		

13		

297,423		

2,550,454		

2,172,096		

29,888

Total		40		2,398,623		26,265,519

18,698,462

574,720

Phase 4 - 1990-1994

The pace accelerated during this phase
with 93 institutions being established,
of which 51 were banks, 40 were
finance and investment companies
and two were takaful companies. The
largest in terms of capital was Saudi
Arabia’s Al Tawfeeq Investment Funds
with $304 million; the largest in terms

of assets was Pakistan’s First Allied
Bank Modaraba with $5 billion and the
most profitable was Qatar International
Islamic Bank with $110 million.

Profits

$22 billion and profits were
$787 million. Assets were more
than 11 times capital. The ratio
of profits to capital was 0.27;
profits to assets was 0.23 and
profits to deposits was 0.03.
The table below summarises the
results.

The total capital of all institutions was
close to $3 billion, assets were
$33 billion, deposits were nearly

Phase Four 1990-1994 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S. dollars)

Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

Profits

1990		

17		

245,759		

3,777,666		

3,972,899		

140,056

1991		

29		

545,833		

6,021,816		

1,562,495		

604,456

1992		

23		

1,334,524		

7,864,174		

6,447,129		

-10,237

1993		

13		

620,255		

10,048.480

6,339,454		

25,380

1994		

11		

160,645		

5,063,539		

3,412,060		

26,961

Total		93		2,907,016 3

Phase 5 – 1995-1999

The pace moderated again in the late
1990s with 40 institutions being set
up during the period, of which 27
were banks and 13 were finance and
investment companies. Interestingly
there were no takaful start-ups in
this period. The largest institution in
terms of capital and assets was Abu

2,775,675		21,734,037

Dhabi Islamic Bank with $$272 million
and $1.7 billion respectively. The
largest in terms of deposits and profit
was Malaysia’s Bank Muamalat with
$1.3 billion and $4.7 million respectively.
The total capital of all the institutions
was $1.8 billion, assets were nearly $9

786,616

billion, deposits were
$5.7 billion and profits were
nearly $153 million. Assets
were 4.8 times capital; the
ratio of profits to capital was
0.064, profits to assets was
0.005 and profits to deposits
was 0.006.

Phase Five 1995-1999 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S.
Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

Profits

1995		

8		

55,350 		

627,067		

545,198

3,595

1996		

5		

257,645		

1,096,456		

756,869		

55,298

1997		

7		

395,728		

2,710,424		

1,361,637		

13,174

1998		

5		

267,662		

630,733		

311,223		

18,208

1999		

15		

846,239		

3,861,088

2,734,921		

Total		40		1,822,624		8,925,768		5,709,848		

Phase Six – 2000-2004

A further 40 institutions were
established in six. There were
30 banks and 10 investment and
finance companies, but again no
takaful companies. The largest
institution in terms of capital was
Saudi Arabia’s Bank Albilad with
22 IIBI

$799 million; in terms of assets
and deposits it was Indonesia’s
Bank Kerjasama Rakyat with $6
billion and $5 billion respectively
and in terms of profit it was
Iran’s Eqtissad Novin with $278
million.

62,592
152,867

Total capital in phase six was in excess
of $5 billion, assets were $33 billion,
deposits were $23 billion and profits
were close to $893 million. The ratio
of assets to capital was 6.15; profit to
capital was 0.16; profit to assets was
0.02 and profit to deposits was 0.03
www.islamic-banking.com
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Phase Six 2000-2004 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S.
Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

Profits

2000		

11		

1,205,463		

8,866,821		

6,768,961		

111,648

2001		

6		

367,647		

941,856		

454,541		

251,750

2002		

8		

1,198,861		

13,019,383

10,108,188

322,453

2003		

5		

348,685		

915,898		

161,187		

45,145

2004 		

10		

2,251,255		

9,336,885

5,767,577		

161,699

23,260,454

892,695

Total		40		5,371,911		33,080,843

Phase Seven – 2005-2009

The number of financial institutions
established during phase seven was
31, of which, 20 were banks and 11
investment and financial institutions.
Again, there were no takaful companies.
The largest institution in terms of capital
and assets was Saudi Arabia’s Bank Al

Inma. The largest in terms of deposits
deposits were $8.3 billion and profits
was Malaysia’s RHB Bank with $1.7 billion were $580 million.
and the largest in terms of profits was
Kuwait’s Al Imtiaz Bank with $105 million. The ratio of assets to capital was
2.18. The ratio of profits to capital
In phase seven total capital was nearly
was 0.05, profits to assets was 0.26
$10 billion, assets were nearly $22 billion,
and profits to deposits was 0.07.

Phase Seven 2005-2009 – Total Financial Indicators (Amounts are shown in 000’s of U.S.
Year		

No. Instit.

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

Profits

2005		

13		

1,236,817

9,965,433		

6,265,811		

184,308

2006		

8		

6,209,431		

7,471,606		

520,695		

294,233

2007		

5		

677,900		

2,089,330		

1,188,044		

83,537

2008		

3		

1,305,537		

1,575,594		

256,001		

13,474

2009		

2		

556,451		

706,167		

39,453

4,559

8,270,004		

580,111

Total		31		9,986,136		21,808,130

In Summary

Aggregate Table for the Financial Indicators
For the Islamic Financial Institutions for the Seven Phases
In US. 000’s dollars

Year		

Instit. 		

Capital		

Assets		

Deposits

Profits

75-79		

20		

2,537,447		

100,880,244

37,942,470

969,065

80-84		

45		

3,075,933		

40,066,402

30,879,143

530,291

85-89		

40		

2,398,623		

26,265,519

18,698,462

574,720

90-94		

93		

2,907,016		

32,775,675

21,734,037

786,616

95-99		

40		

1,822,624		

8,925,768		

5,709,849		

152,867

00-04		

42		

5,606,064		

34,329,227

24,187,193

903,614

05-09		

31		

9,986,136

21,808,130

8,270,004		

580,111

Total		

311		

28,333,843

265,050,965

147,421,157

4,497,284

In the 35 years to 2009, 311
Islamic financial institutions

were founded, of which 59% were
banks, 36 were investment and

finance companies and 13 were takaful
companies.

In terms of capital the largest in order of capitalisation were as follows:
Bank Al Inma (Saudi Arabia) established in 2006 with nearly $4 billion
Bank Al Milad (Saudi Arabia) established in 2004 with $799 million
Al Rajhi Bank (Saudi Arabia) established in 1987with $600 million
Qatar Islamic Bank established in 1982 with $595 million
Bank Tejarat Iran) established in 1979 with $326.4 million
Al Tawfeeq Investment Fund (Saudi Arabia) established in 1992 with $304 million
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank established in 1997 with $27 million
www.islamic-banking.com
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The largest in terms of assets in order of asset size were as follows:
Bank Tejarat (Iran) established in 1979 with $59 billion
Qatar Islamic Bank established in 1982 with $14 billion
Al Rajhi Bank (Saudi Arabia) established in 1987 with $14 billion
Bank Kerjasama Rakyat (Indonesia) established in 2002 with $6.3 billion
First Allied Bank Modaraba (Pakistan) established in 1993 with $5 billion
Bank Al Inma (Saudi Arabia) established in 2006 with $4 billion
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank established in 1997 with $1.7 billion
The largest institutions in terms of deposits in order of deposit size were as follows:
Dubai Islamic Bank established in 1975 with $16 billion
Qatar Islamic Bank established in 1982 with nearly $12 billion
Al Rajhi Bank (Saudi Arabia) relicensed in 1987 with nearly $11 billion
Bank Kerjasama Rakayat (Indonesia) established in 2002 with $5.1 billion
First Allied Bank Modaraba (Pakistan) established in 1993 with $3.7 billion
RHB Islamic Bank (Malaysia) established in 2005 with $1.7 billion
Bank Muamalat (Malaysia) established in 1999 with $1.3 billion
The largest institutions in terms of profit in order of amount of profits were as follows:
Qatar Islamic Bank established in 1982 with $504 million
Dubai Islamic Bank established in 1975 with nearly $430 million
Al Rahji Bank (Saudi Arabia) established in 1987 with $411 million
Eqtisad Movin (Iran) established in 2001 with $228 million
Qatar International Islamic Bank established in 1990 with $110 million
Al Imtiaz Bank (Kuwait) established in 2005 with $105 million
Arcapita Bank (Bahrain) established in 1996 with nearly $33 million

Geographical Development
This section reviews the
geographical distribution of
Islamic financial institutions.

One way to determine relative
significance and impact of
financial institutions with respect

to the geographical location is
through the financial size of the
institutions.

The largest institutions in terms of capital during the seven phases are as follows:
Position		Institution

Country

Region

GCC
First		
Bank Al Inma		
Saudi Arabia
GCC
Second		
Bank Al Bilad		
Saudi Arabia
GCC
Third		
Al Rajhi Bank
Saudi Arabia
S.E. Asia
Fourth		
Qatar Islamic Bank
Qatar
MENA
Fifth		
Bank Tejarat Iran
Iran
GCC
Sixth		
Al Tawfeeq Inv.		
Saudi Arabia
GCC
Seventh		
Abu Dhabi Islamic
UAE
Six of the seven largest institutions in terms of capital are located in the Gulf Co-operation Countries (GCC)
Arabian Peninsula and one institution is located in Iran, Middle East and North Africa Region (MENA Region).
The largest institutions in terms of assets during the seven phases are as follows:
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Position		Institution

Country

First		
Second		
Third		
Fourth		
Fifth		
Sixth		
Seventh		

Iran
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Indonesia
Pakistan
Saudi Arabia
UAE

Bank Tejarat
Qatar Islamic Bank
Al Rajhi Bank
Bank Kerjasama
First Allied Mod.
Bank Al Inma
Abu Dhabi Islamic

Region
MENA
GCC
GCC
S.E. Asia
S. Asia
GCC
GCC
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Four of the seven institutions are located in the Arabian Peninsula, and one each in Middle East
Region, S.E. Asia and S. Asia regions.
The largest institutions in terms of deposits during the seven phases are as follows:
Position		Institution

Country

Region

First		
Dubai Islamic Bank
UAE
Second		
Qatar Islamic bank
Qatar
Third		
Al Rajhi Bank
Saudi Arabia
Fourth		
Bank Kerjasama
Indonesia
Fifth		
First Allied Mod.
Pakistan
Sixth		
RHB Islamic Bank
Malaysia
Seventh		Bank Muamalat 		Malaysia

GCC
GCC
GCC
S.E. Asia
S. Asia
S.E. Asia
S.E. Asia

Three of the institutions are located in the GCC and two each in S. Asia and S.E. Asia.
The largest institutions in terms of profits during the seven phases are as follows:
Position		Institution

Country

Region

First		
Qatar Islamic Bank
Qatar
Second		
Dubai Islamic Bank
UAE
Third		
Al Rajhi Bank
Saudi Arabia
Fourth		Eqtissad Movin		Iran
Fifth		
Qatar Int. Isl. Bank
Qatar
Sixth		Al Imtiaz Bank		Kuwait
Seventh		Arcapita Bank		Bahrain

GCC
GCC
GCC
MENA
GCC
GCC
GCC

Six of the seven institutions are located
in the GCC and one in MENA.

finance is clear. GCC institutions
slots and South East Asian institutions
occupy 19 out of the 28 top
occupying two slots.
ranking slots, with South East
The importance of the GCC in the
Asia occupying four slots, MENA
To look at this information in another
development of modern Islamic
(effectively Iran) occupying three
way:
The assets of the four largest GCC institutions account for 12.8% of the total assets of all
311 institutions.
The capital of the six largest GCC institutions accounts for 23% of the capital of all 311
institutions.
The deposits of the three largest GCC institutions account for 26.3% the total deposits of
all 311 institutions.
The profits of the five largest GCC institutions account for 34.7% of the total profits of all
311 institutions.

The Last Decade -2010-2019
By 2010, the International Association
of Islamic Banks, responsible for
building the database of Islamic financial
institutions (IFI’s), was dissolved. Its
responsibilities were taken over the
General Council for Islamic Banks
and Financial Institutions (CIBAFI) in
Bahrain. This Council was well planned
and manned, but the constant flow of
data collection was at times disrupted
for a range of administrative reasons.
This responsibility for the database was
thereafter partially attempted by some
other parties with varying degrees of
credibility and accuracy. It is, therefore,
www.islamic-banking.com

impossible to make an absolute likefor-like comparison between the years
2010 and 2019 and earlier periods.
The sources for information on 2010
to 2019 are cited.

Having grown by 15-20% on average
over the past decade (2000-2009) to about
$780 billion in 2009, Islamic bankingassets
are expected to expand by more than 20%
in 2010 to reach $956 billion. (BNM)

The first source of information is
The Banker, which is a British-based,
well-respected financial publications.
It periodically publishes a report titled
The Banker Top 500 Islamic Institutions.
Another source is offered by the
Central Bank of Malaysia (Bank
Negara Malaysia), which noted the
following:

At the end of 2009 Islamic banking assets
are most concentrated in Iran (38%)
followed by Saudi Arabia (16%), Malaysia
(10%), UAE (10%), Kuwait (8%) and
Bahrain (6%). (The Banker)
The five GCC countries hold most
Islamic banking assets with 43%. (The
Banker)
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The top seven countries account for 89% by the Malaysian Central Bank (Bank
Negara Malaysia) in 2005. In a report
of global Islamic banking assets. (The
published by this university titled ‘Global
Banker)
Islamic Banking’, the global assets of all
A slightly different estimate was provided IFI’s was estimated to be $1.7 trillion in
by the Depositors Insurance Fund, which 2014
in May 2013 suggested the total assets of .
Yet another estimate comes from the
all the IFIs by the end of 2011 reached
Standing Committee for Economic
$1 trillion. This figured was raised to
$1.3 trillion in 2011 by an academic paper and Commercial Cooperation of the
which was published by University Sains Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
Islami Malaysia titled ‘An Overview of
(COMCEC), who claimed the actual size
of the global Islamic financial services
Islamic Finance’.
industry was $1.984 trillion by the year
2014. This figure in turn was contested
An even more bullish estimate comes
by the Islamic Financial Board (IFSB) in
from the Ernest & Young Islamic
Competitiveness Report, which asserted a report. They suggested the total assets
all IFI’s would be $1.331 by the fourth
that by the year 2013, the total assets
quarter of the year 2015.
of all the IFI’s in the world reached
$1.8 trillion. This figure was contested
A further estimate came from a wellby The Global University of Islamic
known Saudi Arabia publication
Finance (INCEIF), which was set up

specialising in economics, Al Iqtisadia,
reported that the total assets of all IFI’s
reached $2 trillion by the year 2016.
This figure was corroborated by USbased Standard & Poor’s, which said
in the ‘Islamic Finance Outlook 2018’
authored by Dr. Muhammad Damak,
Senior Director & Global Head of
Islamic finance, at S&P Global that the
industry’s assets had reached $2 trillion
at the end of 2016.
In 2018 Arabian Business published a
report ‘Islamic finance industry grows
6% to be worth $2.4 trillion’. In that
report, the total assets of IFI’s was
reported to be worth more than $2.4
trillion by the end of 2017.
In summary, the table below shows the
variation in estimates from the range
of sources quoted above.

Source

Year

Quoted Figure

The Banker, The 500 Islamic Financial
Institutions
The Banker, The 500 Islamic Financial
Institutions
Depositors Insurance Fund.
University Sains Islami Malaysia.
Ernest & Young Islamic Competitiveness
Report
The Global University of Islamic Finance
(INCEIF)
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
(COMCEC)
The Islamic Financial Board (IFSB).
Al Iqtisadia -Saudi Economic Publication
S&P Finance Outlook 2018
Arabian Business.

2009

Assets $780 billion

2010

Assets $956 billion

2011
2011
2013

Assets $1 trillion
Assets $1.3 trillion
Assets $1.8 trillion

2014

Assets $1.7 trillion

2014

Assets $1.984 trillion

2015
2016
2016
2018

Assets $1.331 trillion
Assets $2 trillion
Assets $2 trillion
Assets $2.4 trillion

Unfortunately, the 12
trend IFI’s have been
probable that the global assets of
different sources do not
growing steadily during the
all IFIs reached $2.4 trillion by early
agree, but there was a clear
period 2010-2018. It is highly
2018.
The full text of Samir Abid Shaikh’s paper can be downloaded from: https://www.academia.edu/38369724/Islamic_Banking-_History_
Geography_and_Primary_Financial_Indicators_1975-2018.doc?auto=download
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Islamic Finance in Western European and North
American Countries
At the 2019 conference of the International Fiscal Association (IFA) it was noted that there is a lack of government guidance
in non-Muslim countries on how to tax Shari’ah-compliant transactions. Dutch international tax and transfer pricing
consultant, Monia Naoum, warned that there was trouble ahead for tax-payers, governments and advisors, if governments
continued to turn a blind eye to the increasing number of Shari’ah-compliant financial transactions taking place outside
traditional Muslim countries. In the US, for example, there is absolutely no guidance from the IRS (Internal Revenue Service)
on Shari’ah financing and yet US companies are increasingly involved in such transactions. It was noted that a very similar
situation existed in India. In both countries the subject of Shari’ah law is particularly thorny, not to say toxic, issue. It was
also noted that jurisdictions such as the UK and Hong Kong were ahead of the curve and seemingly reaping the benefits.
Speakers at the conference called for international guidance, perhaps under the auspices of the United Nations (UN) or the
OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development). Whether this would have an impact on those countries,
e.g. the UK, that have chosen to embrace Islamic finance with laws, guidance and actions designed to level the playing field for
Islamic financial institutions is an interesting question.
The issue, however, goes beyond having an orderly, fair and seamless tax regime that facilitates Islamic finance and cross
border trade in Islamic finance. There is a huge pool of Islamic investment funds that non-Muslim countries are keen to
attract. To do that they need to do more than simply say they want to become an Islamic financial hub; they need to put their
money where their mouth is.
The rest of this article focuses countries with a significant Islamic finance presence in Western Europe and North America.
These comprise four European countries – UK, Switzerland, Germany and France and the USA and Canada.

The UK

In a 2019 report by City UK Global
Trends in Islamic Finance and the UK
Market notes that Edbiz Consulting
ranks the UK 17th out of 48 countries
worldwide for Islamic finance and
first in both Europe and among nonMuslim countries with an Islamic
finance industry. (Edbiz bases its
rankings primarily on the number of
Islamic banks, number Islamic banking
and finance institutions, the Shari’ah
supervisory regime and Islamic assets.)
In 2018 Islamic finance industry assets
in the UK stood at $6 billion, with
approximately twice as many financial
institutions offering Islamic finance
as the US and way ahead of any other
European country. In short the UK is
the leading Western centre for Islamic
finance.
The Islamic financial industry has been
a presence in the UK for 40 years,
www.islamic-banking.com

The Islamic financial industry has been
a presence in the UK for 40 years,
attracted initially by institutions such
as the London Metal Exchange (LME),
which supports a significant volume of
liquidity transactions for Islamic financial
institutions through LME warrants.
attracted initially by institutions such as
the London Metal Exchange (LME),
which supports a significant volume of
liquidity transactions for Islamic financial
institutions through LME warrants.
There are now five fully-fledged Islamic
banks in the UK, more than any other
Western country. They are Al Rayan Bank
(formerly the Islamic Bank of Britain),
BLME (Bank of London and the Middle
East), QIB (UK), Gatehouse Bank and
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank.

In addition Islamic finance has
made considerable investment
in UK property. (The Qataris
are probably the biggest such
investors.) Properties financed
by Islamic institutions include the
Shard and the Olympic Village
in London, as well as student
accommodation in Leamington
Spa, five Marks and Spencer
stores across the country and a
Debenhams store in Wales.
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Supportive Tax Measures

In recent years the Islamic finance
industry has been assisted by a range
of supportive measures from UK
government that have aimed to level
the playing field for Islamic finance.
Examples of such supportive
measures include:
•
In 2003 the government took
action to abolish the double
stamp duty burden on Islamic
mortgages. (In an Islamic
mortgage the bank buys a
property on behalf of the
customer and then resells the
property to the customer at
a somewhat higher price to
the customer, thus avoiding
interest. Prior to 2003 this
would have incurred a double
payment of stamp duty.)
•
Similarly, in the case of
sukuk, where land or property
underpinning the sukuk
is transferred back to the
original owner, when the
arrangement comes to an
end, the transaction is exempt
from Stamp Duty Land
Tax and Land transaction
Tax. To prevent fraud,
the government places a
charge on the property,
which is removed when the
arrangement comes to an end.
•
Islamic financial institutions
were unable to make use of
the Bank of England’s liquidity
fund, because it was based on
the payment of interest. In
late summer 2018 the Bank
of England announced they
would establish an Alternative
Liquidity Fund to provide
Islamic financial institutions
with the same sort of
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liquidity facilities available to
conventional banks.

Sukuk

The UK was the first western country
to issue a sovereign sukuk in 2014. The
five-year sukuk, which raised
£200 million, was 10 times
oversubscribed. In mid 2019, the
government announced they would be
issuing a second sovereign sukuk, when
the first reached maturity in 2019.

Additionally, the London Stock
Exchange (LSE) is a key centre for the
issuance of sukuk. Issuance has grown
from £250 million in 2011 to £8.6
billion in 2018. The growth curve has
not been smooth with no issuances in
2013 and dips in 2015 and 2017.

Support Services

The UK also has a range of services
that support Islamic finance raging
from legal expertise through tax
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consultancy to education. In 2015
the UK also saw the setting up of
the Islamic Insurance Association of
London (IIAL) to allow the UK to play
a more active role in the global takaful
market, leveraging London’s significant
insurance skills.
The English courts also tend to be
favoured by litigants in cases involving
Islamic finance. There have been several
high-profile cases in recent years. Most
notably and most recently when Dana
Gas declared its own sukuk non-Shari’ah
compliant and bondholders took action
against Dana Gas in the English courts.

The USA

The next largest Islamic finance market
is the USA comes in at number 21
according to Edbiz with approximately
$3.5 billion in Islamic financial assets.
According to an article authored by
Camille Paldi in International Finance
in mid 2017, there are 25 Islamic
finance institutions operating in the
USA, with the top three being The
American Islamic Finance House,
University Bank’s subsidiary University
Islamic Finance, and Harvard Islamic
Finance Program. All Islamic financial
institutions are overseen by federal
regulators such as the Federal Reserve
System and in addition must comply
with state regulations.
One interesting experiment is a grass
roots financial institution, LARIBA, the
brainchild of Dr Abdul Rahman Yahia.
Its banking operation trades under the
name Bank of Whittier. (See side panel)
There has been some sukuk issuance in
the US, but activity has been muted and
not without problems. For example,
Goldmann Sachs planned to issue a
sukuk in 2011/12, but had to shelve
www.islamic-banking.com
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The LARIBA Story
LARIBA was set up in 1987 and it
was the first finance house of its
kind in the USA. It is capitalised by
the American Muslim community.
It started with a capital of $200,000
in a room above a garage and slowly
grew into a significant, $500 million
operation with a full service banking
operation with branches in California
and Texas. Having been in business
for 28 years, LARIBA know where
there are pockets of demand and
have plans to expand their branch
network in the USA.

want. LARIBA presents people
with a discipline that has proven
to be successful, fair to the public
and effective in preventing people
from participating in economic price
bubbles.

LARIBA finances homes, cars and
commercial businesses, particularly
those businesses that the big banks
consider to be too small. It also
looks after non-profit organisations
such as churches, Islamic centres,
schools and doctors’ clinics. It takes
care of the needs of the community.

Its staff members are trained as
investors, not as people selling loans.
They are trained to think as though
the money is their own money and to
make sure as far as possible that there
will be a return. In conventional
banks a loan officer might have the
title Senior Vice President or Senior
Partner. They have earned these
titles through the amount of income
they have generated for the firm.
The objective is to sell as much as
they can and because in most cases
they operate on a commission basis,
then that commission may interfere
with some of the ethics. LARIBA
do not believe in that model.

The hope is that this success story
can be copied to become important
in the USA and in the world,
because this is a real manifestation
of what community banking is all
about. LARIBA present riba-free
(RB) banking as a discipline; it is
not overtly religious and everybody
has the freedom to do what they

LARIBA describes itself as a
movement dedicated to achieving a
riba-free lifestyle. It serves all people
of all faiths or none, all colours
and all backgrounds. It benefits
from and complies with existing US
banking laws and regulations without
violating Judeo/Christian/Islamic
law.

their plans amid controversy about the
structure and the ultimate use of the
funds to be raised. They finally got the
ball rolling in 2014 with a $500 million
five-year sukuk, which was three times
oversubscribed. Activity is, however,
patchy.
As noted in the introduction there
is no guidance from the IRS on tax
issues and the US federal government

has made no attempt through
legislation to level the playing field
for Islamic finance institutions.
Some states have, however,
moved to amend regulation.
New York, for example, has
amended regulation relating to
real estate transfer taxes for ijara
and mudarabah structures so
that Shari’ah transactions are not
penalised by double payments.
IIBI 31
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There are, however, very fundamental
problems, which need to be addressed
if the US is to be able to participate
fully in the growing global Islamic
finance market. For example, the
1863 US National Bank Act prevents
financial organisations in the US from
purchasing, holding legal title to or
possession of real estate to secure
debts with terms over five years. This
is clearly an issue for organisations
wishing to offer Shari’ah-compliant
mortgages or issue longer-term sukuk.
Above all, however, as Camille
Paldi says, ‘The biggest challenge
in introducing takaful, sukuk
and Islamic finance in the US is
the First Amendment of the US
Constitution, which prohibits the
making of any law respecting an
establishment of religion or impeding
the free exercise of religion as well
as the Establishment Clause.’ This
is of more than academic interest.
Paldi goes on to cite one action
challenging bailout money provided
to insurer. AIG, she says, ‘In Murray
v Geithner, a case was filed against
the Federal government challenging
the permissibility of bailout
money provided to AIG under the
Emergency Economic Stabilisation
Act (EESA) legislation saying it
violated the Establishment Clause.
The Act gives the Treasury the ability
to purchase troubled assets from
any institution. In this case, EESA
was used to purchase $40 billion in
AIG shares. AIG conducts takaful
business in Bahrain and the US.
The plaintiff alleged that tax dollars
were going towards the financing of
Shari’ah products and activities. The
court found that the EESA legislation
and the AIG bailout were created
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for a secular purpose and did not
violate the First Amendment of the
Constitution. ‘
Is the situation likely to change any
time soon? The answer is probably
not. Currently, there seems to be a
general distrust of anything connected
to Islam. In May 2019 the Institute
for Social Policy and Understanding
published the results of a survey,
which showed anti-Muslim sentiment
had increased between 2018 and
2019. It also noted that this is driven
by politics rather than any clash of
religious beliefs.
The current febrile atmosphere is
very reminiscent of the 1950s and
McCarthyism, when the common
enemy was communism. Although,
the current suspicion of Islam and all
things Islamic has not resulted in the
public humiliation and destruction
of reputations characteristic of the
McCarthy period, usually on the basis
of indiscriminate and unsubstantiated
charges, it is, nevertheless unlikely
to encourage the sorts of regulatory
changes that would encourage the
growth of Islamic finance.

Switzerland

Switzerland comes in at number 27 in
the Edbiz index. There are no Islamic
banks but a number of Swiss financial
institutions offer Shari’ah-compliant
investment products particularly
in the areas of takaful and wealth
management. There is, however, no
tax or regulatory framework specific
to the provision of Islamic finance in
Switzerland.
Financial institutions offering
Shari’ah-compliant products and

services are subject to the same
regulations as all other financial
institutions in Switzerland. Any
institution taking deposits from the
public would need to be licensed by
the Swiss Financial Market Authority
(FINMA) and would be subject to the
Federal Banking Act. If, however, an
institution is only involved in lending
they would not necessarily need to
obtain a banking license.
In relation to sukuk the regulations
depend on whether these are public or
private offerings. Public offerings and
offerings intended for listing on the
Swiss Stock Exchange must comply
with regulations on disclosure and the
preparation of a prospectus. Private
offerings are not required to do this,
although some do so, on a voluntary
basis.
The highest profile Islamic finance
involvement tends to be outside
Switzerland itself. For example,
Zurich Insurance Group’s subsidiary
in Malaysia offers both conventional
insurance and takaful products.
Similarly Swiss Re have a Malaysian
operation that offers retakaful services.
Swiss banks did flirt with Shari’ahcompliant services in the first decade
of the 21st century. For example,
Credit Suisse and UBS launched
Shari’ah-compliant investment funds,
but later withdrew these. They did
say at the time these services were
withdrawn that they would continue
to offer such services on a direct
basis, tailored to individual customer
needs. It is reasonable to assume,
therefore, that Switzerland’s position
in the Edbiz index is largely due to the
traditional Swiss strength in providing
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wealth management services. UBS, for
example, absorbed the operation of its
Bahrain-based Noriba subsidiary into
its mainstream wealth and investment
management divisions into 2006.
Presumably clients preferred to buy from
the Swiss-based parent, perhaps because
of the level of confidentiality guaranteed
by Swiss banking laws.

Canada

Canada comes in at number 33 in the
Edbiz Index. Canada is not unfamiliar
with Islamic finance. For more than
30 years housing cooperatives, notably
in Montreal and Toronto, have being
making Shari’ah-compliant loans to help
people buy homes. In the last 10-15
years a number of Shari’ah-compliant
credit unions have also set up shop.
Unfortunately, there have been some
setbacks, which have undermined
credibility. For example, Toronto-based
UM Financial went into receivership
and the co-founder Omar Kalair was
subsequently charged with fraud. (Omar
Kalair was subsequently acquitted in
2019.)
There are, however, signs of growing
interest in Islamic finance. For example,
investments in publicly-traded, Shari’ahcompliant mutual funds, more than
tripled since 2009; the Canadian Imperial
Bank of Canada offers halal investment
advice and in 2009 the Toronto Stock
Exchange established a Shari’ahcompliant index, but like the US, Canada
has made no regulatory adjustments to
accommodate Islamic finance. There are
also impediments to Islamic finance. For
example, the Bank Act, as in the USA,
does not allow banks to share ownership
and risks when lending money
In some ways sukuk, at both the
national and federal level, would seem
www.islamic-banking.com
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Analysts believe that a Canadian
sovereign sukuk would be attractive
to global investors seeking to comply
with Basel III requirements in relation
to liquid capital, given that Canada is
a stable economy with a high credit
rating.
to be an attractive opportunity for
the Canadians to investigate, as
they have a need to finance major
infrastructure projects in the next
few years. Analysts believe that a
Canadian sovereign sukuk would be
attractive to global investors seeking
to comply with Basel III requirements
in relation to liquid capital, given
that Canada is a stable economy with
a high credit rating. Walid Hejazi,
Associate Professor at the University
of Toronto’s Rotman School of
Management has noted, however, that
‘there is no extensive or broad support
for the issuance of a sovereign sukuk
in Canada.’
For all the talk there has been about
Canada becoming the North American
hub for Islamic finance over the
last 5-10 years, nothing of any real
substance has happened to make this
a reality. The most that government
spokespeople are prepared to say is

that they encourage competition and
innovation in financial services. There
have been no regulatory changes that
would level the playing field for Islamic
finance and no indication that the
government will issue sovereign sukuk
any time soon.

Germany

Germany comes in at number 38 on
the Edbiz index. Germany has two
fully fledged Islamic banks, Kuvyet
Turk, which opened its doors in
2015 and Bahrain’s Al Baraka Group,
which launched a digital banking
service called Insha in 2019. Some
German mainstream banks also offer
Shari’ah-compliant products, notably
Commerzbank and Deutsche Bank.
These banks and any other Islamic
financial institutions are subject to
the terms of the German Banking
Act. There are no specific regulatory
provisions for Islamic financial
institutions.

Germany was the first western country
to bring a sukuk to market, when,
in 2004, the state of Saxony-Anhalt
issued a EUR141 million, five-year,
asset-backed sukuk.
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The US, Canada, Germany and
France have all made noises at various
times about becoming Islamic finance
hubs, but they have not followed up
with regulatory or tax changes or the
issuance of sukuk.
Germany was the first western country
to bring a sukuk to market, when,
in 2004, the state of Saxony-Anhalt
issued a EUR141 million, five-year,
asset-backed sukuk. Despite rumours
that the German government has been
contemplating a sovereign sukuk, sukuk
activity is Germany remains muted.
While there are no takaful companies
operating in Germany, a number of
German insurance companies, notably
Allianz, have takaful subsidiaries in
Muslim-majority countries such as
Indonesia.
In effect, Germany’s position in
the Edbiz Index is largely due to
the activities of German financial
institutions in the GCC and South
East Asia, plus Islamic investment
particularly in real estate. There seems
to be little appetite for expanding
Islamic finance in Germany itself.

France

France comes in at number 45 on the
Edbiz Index. France seems to have a
rather arms-length relationship with
Islamic finance. Shari’ah-compliant
products and services have tended
to be offered by French financial
institutions via their window operations
outside France. While foreign banks
do offer Shari’ah-compliant products
and services in France they tend to do
this via European affiliates rather than
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directly. The exceptions are NoorAssur
and SOeasi. Noor Assur launched in
2012, which initially offered its products
via the internet. In 2015 they launched
their first ‘bricks and mortar’ branch
with plans to open more in 2016.
NoorAssur’s progress has not been
without problems. In the aftermath of
the Nice terrorist attacks, two branched
were vandalised and the authorities in
Nice refused permission for the word
Islamic to appear on the bank’s fascia.

The view in France seems to be that
there is nothing in French law or
regulations that prevent the operation
of Shari’ah-compliant finance, as
the US National Bank Act does in
the USA. The French approach is,
however, somewhat passive. For
example, France has implemented no
regulatory changes that would level
the playing field for Islamic finance,
e.g. certain transactions currently incur
double taxation. Another obstacle to
the development of Islamic finance in
France is the fact that in the French
judicial system, in the case of a
dispute, the courts are not bound by
the characterisation of an agreement
as it is perceived by the parties to
it. A judge can change the way an
agreement is characterised.
While there is no barrier to Islamic
finance and financial institutions in
France, there have been no positive
steps, such as those in the UK, to
encourage the development of the
industry.

SOeasi launched in 2019 and is an
offshoot of 570easi, which offers saving
accounts and home finance. SOeasi is
very much in the development phase, but
plans to offer banking, savings, payment Summary and Conclusions
While the UK and Switzerland have
cards and wealth management.
maintained their positions in the Edbiz
Islamic Finance Country Index, when
Takaful is offered by NoorAssur and a
takaful operation called Azurite Courtage. comparing 2018 and 2019, the US,

the 1863 US National Bank Act
prevents financial organisations in the
US from purchasing, holding legal title
to or possession of real estate to secure
debts with terms over five years. This
is clearly an issue for organisations
wishing to offer Shari’ah-compliant
mortgages or issue longer-term sukuk.
www.islamic-banking.com
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Canada, France and Germany have all
slipped in the growing Islamic finance
market. The US and Germany have
slipped two places and Canada and
France by five places.
The UK has been proactive in nurturing
Islamic finance – tax changes and
the issuance of sovereign sukuk in
particular. The English courts are
also well regarded as a place to settle
disputes in Islamic finance. In the case
of Switzerland, their unique position
as a place where wealthy individuals
choose to bank and manage their wealth
may account for their ability to maintain
position, although there have been no
regulatory or tax changes to level the
playing field for Islamic finance.
The US, Canada, Germany and France
have all made noises at various times
about becoming Islamic finance
hubs, but they have not followed up
with regulatory or tax changes or the
issuance of sukuk. Germany and
France seem to believe that Brexit will
give them an opportunity to steal the
UK’s position as the pre-eminent centre
for Islamic finance in the Western
world, but it is a moot point. Their
response appears to be rather passive
and somewhat complacent; they seem
to think that the loss of passporting,
which enables financial institutions of
member states of the EU (European
Union) to trade across the EU with
minimal problems, will be enough to
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The only conclusion possible is that
countries with ambitions to attract
Islamic finance need to do more than
say they want to be an Islamic finance
hub.
increase their relative attractiveness.
We are not so sure.

In addition, there are smaller nations
in Europe snapping at the heels of the
big beasts. Ireland, for example, has
taken steps to make tax regulations
more Islamic finance friendly and
by 2018 the Irish Stock Exchange
had already listed $34.7 million in
sukuk, which they claim puts them
second only to NASDAQ Dubai
internationally. Luxembourg is
also placed to challenge for Islamic
financial business. They have already
put in place an Islamic finance
friendly regulatory framework; they
have become members of the IILM
(International Islamic Liquidity
Management Corporation) and the
IFSB (Islamic Financial Services
Board) and have attracted a substantial
amount of investment business.
Will Islamic financial institutions in
the UK rush for the exit? This is
unlikely. Legislative changes over
recent years have made the UK a
fairly friendly environment for Islamic

France has implemented no regulatory
changes that would level the playing
field for Islamic finance, e.g. certain
transactions currently incur double
taxation.
www.islamic-banking.com

finance and it will take other European
financial hubs some time to catch
up, if indeed they decide that is what
they want to do. The willingness of
European governments to facilitate
Islamic finance in their territories
cannot be wholly divorced from the
wider geopolitical situation. As Brexit
has shown in the UK, the average man
or woman in the street can and will
be swayed by the zeitgeist rather than
by an examination of the hard facts
and European governments feeling
threatened by an upsurge in far-right
movements may be unwilling to rock
the boat.
To date easy access to EU markets
or passporting has been of only
peripheral importance to Islamic
financial institutions based in the UK.
It is, therefore, unlikely to be a major
factor in any decisions Islamic financial
institutions make about the location of
their operations.
The only conclusion possible is that
countries with ambitions to attract
Islamic finance need to do more than
say they want to be an Islamic finance
hub. Regulation and the tax regime
need to be Islamic finance friendly;
institutions and investors need to be
able to trust the legal system to respect
the Shari’ah aspects of contracts and
financial instruments are needed to
help Islamic financial institutions meet
the liquidity requirements of Basel III.
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Turkey Revisited

Overview

In 2018 the growth of Turkey’s
participation banks outpaced growth
in the banking sector overall. Assets
increased 30%, compared to the banking
sector overall and net profit was up 34%
compared to 10% overall.
Participation banks are particularly
active in the SME (small and medium
enterprise) sector, with 32% of loans
from participation banks going to SMEs,
compared to 26% for the banking sector
overall. (While SMEs account for 56%
of total production in the country,
they account for 75% of employment.)
Turkey sees SMEs as the drivers of their
economy and by encouraging them and
easing their access to finance Turkey
hopes to stimulate economic growth.
One of the key developments in
participation banks in 2018 was the
establishment of the Central Advisory
Board. Its role is to determine
professional principles and set
standards to harmonise practices in
the participation banking sector. It is
effectively a central Shari’ah board.
Participation banking is still, however,
a relatively small player in the Turkish
banking sector. It has just a 5.3% share
of total banking assets and 8% of the
branch network. (The medium-term
target for participation banks is a 15%
share of the banking sector. Given that
participation banks have barely increased
their share in the last 3-4 years, it is a
little difficult to see how that 15% figure
can be achieved with organic growth.)
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Participation Banks

At the end of 2018 there were five
participation banks in Turkey –
Albaraka Turk, Kuveyt Turk, Turkiye
Finans, Ziraat Participation and
Vakif Participation. In 2019 a sixth
participation bank was launched –
Emlak Participation Bank. (Emlak
Bank, a state-run lender specialising
in the real estate sector, went into
liquidation in 2001 following Turkey’s
financial crisis in the late 1990s. It was
re-opened as an Islamic bank in the
first part of 2019 with a target of 15
branch openings by the end of the year.
It will specialise in lending to the real
estate sector, which has suffered badly
in Turkey’s recent economic travails.
There is more than a whiff of déjà vu
in this move, given that the original
Emlak Bank had run up debts of $20
billion operating in the real estate sector
when it was closed in 2001.)
In 2018 Kuyvet Turk retained
its position as the largest of the
participation banks in terms of both
assets (TL 74 billion) and net profit (TL
870 million). These figures represent an
increase of 30% and 29% respectively
over 2017. Kuyvet Turk is majority
owned by Kuwait Finance House.
Turkiye Finans are the second largest
participation bank with TL 47 billion in
assets and TL 445 million in net profits.
These figures represent an increase of

21% and 19% respectively over 2017.
Turkiye Finans is majority owned by
Saudi Arabia’s National Commercial
Bank.
Albaraka Turk is the third largest
participation bank with assets of TL
47 billion and net profits of TL 134
million. These figures represent an
increase of 17% in assets and 44%
decrease in net profits over 2017.
Albaraka Turk is majority owned by
the Bahrain-based Albaraka Banking
Group.
Ziraat Bank and Vakif Bank are both
state owned and were set up in 2016.
Both banks produced very similar
performances in 2018 with Ziraat
Bank slightly ahead of Vakif. Ziraat
Bank had assets of TL 14 billion and
net profit of TL 328 million, up by
58% and 106% respectively over 2017.
Vakif had assets of TL 21 billion and
net profit of TL 325 million, up by
62% and 136% respectively.
There are now, therefore, three
state-owned banks balancing the
three mainly foreign-owned banks in
Turkey. The strategies of the stateowned banks are very much aligned
with the economic strategies of the
Erdogan government, e.g. strong
support for the SME sector and
attempts to turn around the struggling
real estate sector.
Istanbul’s Bosphorus
Bridge

One of the key benefits of Islamic
finance in Turkey is seen as its ability to
attract international finance, particularly
Gulf capital. One example of this is
the 2018 sovereign sukuk issued by the
Ministry of Treasury and Finance, which
attracted significant international capital,
notably from the Gulf.
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Shari’ah Scholars and the Fatwa Making Process
in Islamic Finance
This article is an abridged and edited version of the paper of the same name by Dr. Yasmin Hanani Mohd Safian Senior
Lecturer, Faculty of Shari’ah and Law, Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia. The full paper may be accessed at: www.academia.
edu/20367500/SHARIAH_SCHOLARS_AND_FATWA_MAKING_PROCESS_IN_ISLAMIC_FINANCE

Introduction

Shari’ah scholars have played vital
role in the establishment of modern
Islamic financial institutions since
their inception in the 1970s. Although
the majority of Muslim scholars do
not involve themselves directly in the
industry, their fatwa, especially those
related to Islamic banking products, are
very important to the industry and the
public. Islamic financial institutions,
however, are still facing a shortage of
scholars.

The Qualifications for
Shari’ah Scholars

Shari’ah scholars must possess deep
knowledge and understanding of
Shari’ah. There are two categories of
Muslim scholars involved in Islamic
financial innovation. The first category
is those who are independent and do
not have any relationship with any
Islamic financial institution and the
second category are those who sit on
the Shari’ah supervisory committee or
board of a bank. Both independent
and specialised Shari’ah scholars have to
exercise their ijtihad (reasoning) in the
process of analysing Islamic financial
innovations. It has to be understood
that the ijtihad process is tedious work
and the result of ijtihad may differ from
one scholar to another.
In fiqh terminology, ijtihad is defined
as an exhaustive effort made by a
jurist in deducing new legal rulings
by independent interpretation of the
www.islamic-banking.com

Islamic legal sources. It has been
practised since the period of the
Prophet to solve problems faced by
Muslims for which rulings were not
explicitly prescribed in either the Qur’an
or the Sunnah.
The classical jurists identified certain
criteria for a scholar to be recognised
as a mujtahid (a person performing
ijtihad). As a mujtahid is expected
to be able to independently interpret
the Qur’an and the Sunnah, mastery
of both divine sources is necessary.
This means that the scholar knows,
or can find, the Qur’anic verses and
hadith relevant to the issue for which
a ruling is being sought. In order to
comprehend the Qur’an and Sunnah,
a mujtahid must possess a good
command of the Arabic language
and its literature. In addition to that,
a mujtahid must master the sciences
of the Shari’ah such as the principles
of jurisprudence (usul fiqh), Islamic
legal history (tarikh tashri) and
comparative fiqh (fiqh al-muqaranah).
A later addition to the criteria is a
deep understanding of the objectives
of maqasid. A mujtahid in Islamic
finance matters must also have a strong
understanding of the objectives of
the Shari’ah regarding wealth and be
thoroughly familiar with contemporary
practices.

The Modern Challenge for
Shari’ah Scholars
It is, however, difficult for

contemporary scholars to achieve
the qualifications of a mujtahid put
forward by the classical jurists. Given
the current education system, it is quite
impossible to produce a graduate who
is well versed in all the required areas
(Quran, Sunnah, Arabic language and
Shari’ah). This is because the current
education system is designed to produce
specialists in each knowledge discipline.
For instance, a Shari’ah graduate
might only specialise in fiqh muamalat
(commercial transactions), but not in
munakahat (marital issues) and jinayat
(criminal law), therefore, the practise
of collective ijtihad (ijtihad jamai) has
become common practice today.
Shari’ah governance in Islamic finance
is no exception in this respect. Most
Shari’ah advisors cannot be recognised
as independent mujtahids; based on
their educational qualifications; they
have not yet reached the level where
they can undertake ijtihad on their own,
however, Shari’ah scholars can exercise
collective ijtihad. The establishment
of Shari’ah advisory boards in Islamic
financial institutions is an example
of collective ijtihad. Each Shari’ah
advisory board is comprised of a group
of Shari’ah scholars specialised in fiqh
al-muamalat who are responsible for
making ijtihad on new problems faced
by the Islamic finance industry. Any
matter related to a Shari’ah aspect of
Islamic finance practices will be brought
to them to seek a Shari’ah judgement.
The Shari’ah board will deliberate on
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the issue and settle on one resolution.
The question arises as to whether the
resolution should be considered a fatwa.

Independent Shari’ah
Scholars

Independent Shari’ah scholars or ulama
are those who do not sit officially
within the Islamic financial institutions.
These ulama issue fatwa for any issue
or problem faced by Muslims. They are
either official mufti or Shari’ah scholars.
They have formal and informal training
in Shari’ah and Islamic studies. Many
of them have their own students. Some
of the prominent scholars also issue
compilations of their fatwa in business
transactions. These compilations
highlight important current problems
such as currency trading, trust sale,
deposits, ribawi transactions, banks
interest, investment, instalment and
hybrid contracts. Wahbah Zuhaili
(2003) in his treatise Fiqh Al-Islami
wa Adillatuh, also dedicated a special
chapter to Islamic financial transactions.
His work is a significant contribution to
the classical work of fiqh muamalat and
at the same time analyses the current
problems in financial transaction from
the perspective of Muslim jurists.
There is a growing interest among
Muslim scholars in revisiting and
analysing the traditional concept of
business transactions. This is due to
the fact that modern Islamic banking
relies heavily on Shari’ah contracts
(uqud musamma) in products such as
mudarabah, wakalah and wadiah. For
instance, an al Azhar scholar, Hawas,
revisited the work of al Mawardi on
mudarabah. Mudarabah has been
applied in the Middle Eastern Islamic
banks as a concept known as profit
sharing; it is regarded as the most
idealistic concept for savings and
investments products. Their fatwa
are typically quite general in every
case without elaborating technical
issues in depth. This is due to the
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fact that these independent scholars
did not receive formal training in the
banking and finance industry. Their
expertise is in deducing the rule, tracing
its legality from the various textual
sources and its implementation in
the classical era. Their fatwa can be
regarded as an eye opener to other
Muslim scholars in the field. When the
Islamic finance and banking industry
started to flourish during 1990s, the
numbers of Muslim scholars trained
in both Islamic knowledge and finance
began to increase. The fatwa of these
independent scholars are not, however,
binding upon any Islamic financial
institutions.

Specialised Shari’ah Scholars
Specialised Shari’ah scholars are
involved in Shari’ah advisory or
supervisory boards in Islamic financial
institutions, whether in Muslim
countries or non-Muslim majority
countries. Shari’ah supervisory or
riqabah Shari’ah originated from the
Arabic word raqaba. It is defined as
waiting, keeping and guarding. Salaheen
and Dhalaeen (2013) argue that Shari’ah
banking supervision is a mix of various
type of control that combines the
administrative, accounting and banking
and financial facets of control or
supervision. The core task of Shari’ah
supervision is to ensure the activities
of the bank are in accordance with
Shari’ah. Muslim scholars who sit on
the Shari’ah supervisory board of an
Islamic financial institution have more
responsibilities compared to those who
are not on such boards. The Shari’ah
board is an independent body that
specialises in fiqh muamalat and directs
the activities of the institution and
controls and supervises the activities
of the banks to ensure compliance
with the provisions of Shari’ah; its
decisions are obligatory. (Salaheen
and Dhalaeen, 2013). These Shari’ah
boards are regarded as regulators of
Islamic finance, with responsibility for

rating the banks and then ensuring the
religious compatibility of the financial
instruments they issue and trade.
Different countries have different
regulations pertaining to appointing
the Shari’ah boards in Islamic
financial institutions. In Malaysia for
example, it is obligatory under the
Islamic Financial Services Act 2013
(IFSA 2013), for all Islamic banks to
have a Shari’ah supervisory board or
Shari’ah Committee. Appointments
to the committee must obtain prior
approval from the Central Bank. The
committee must be competent, fit and
have proper qualifications to become
a Shari’ah committee. Surianom and
Muhammad (2013) argue that this
clause is vital to ensure the products
and services introduced by the Islamic
financial institution comply with
Shari’ah principles via the supervision
of competent members. Miskam and
Nasrul (2013) further argue that Section
32 of IFSA 2013 contributes to the
significance of Shari’ah committees
in every institution through the
introduction of Shari’ah governance,
which not only set out the duties of the
Shari’ah committees in the institution,
but rather blends into the structure
of the company itself. The number
of committee members appointed,
however, differs between Malaysian
financial institutions.
The banks are also required to provide
accurate, complete and transparent
documents and information to the
committee. This is important to ensure
that the committee gains enough
information to enable them to carry
out their duties especially in issuing new
rulings or fatwa. They have to verify
whether the products and services
offered and the processes involved
comply with Shari’ah rules.
Shari’ah boards also have a control role
over banking and auditing activities. It
should be noted that the fatwa of the
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Shari’ah committee of any Islamic
financial institutions are binding
upon the banks. This is different to
general fatwa issued by any mufti or
any Shari’ah scholar, which does not
have a legally binding effect. Salaheen
and Dhalaeen (2013), therefore, are
correct in their argument stating that
the Shari’ah supervisory board acts
like a judge or qadi not only a mufti.
Poland and Samers (2013) also argue
that Islamic banking and finance
governance relies overwhelmingly
on the embodied religious authority
and practices of Shari’ah scholars
who engage in ijtihad to interpret
the Qur’an and adjudicate whether
particular financial contracts are
Islamic. Apart from these specialised
Shari’ah scholars, many other scholars
also issue their opinion regarding
Islamic financial innovations through
formal bodies or councils.

Some Examples of
Approaches to Shari’ah
Compliance

In any Muslim country there can be
a number of fatwa bodies, issuing
all types of fatwa or specialising in
issues related to Islamic financial
issues. In Malaysia, the Islamic capital
market is governed by the Securities
Commission. The Shari’ah Advisory
Council was set up in 1996 to provide
guidance and advice to the Securities
Commission on matters pertaining to
the Islamic capital market in order to
ensure its consistency with Shari’ah
principles. They are regarded as the
highest authority for issuing fatwa for
investors, government and the industry
at large. There is also a Shari’ah
Advisory Council for Bank Negara
Malaysia that governs the Islamic
financial institutions in Malaysia.
New products, fees imposed, Shari’ah
noncompliant audit finding or the
appointment of institutions’ advisers
must be reported or approval obtained
from the Bank Negara.
www.islamic-banking.com

Kuwait Finance House (KFH) was
established in 1977. A Shari’ah
supervisory board was set up by
the bank to ensure that all financial
products and services are Shari’ah
compliant. In order to disseminate
the knowledge to the public, KFH
has taken the initiative of providing
a compilation of all its fatwa from
1985 to 2012, publishing four volumes
of the fatwa issued by its Shari’ah
Supervisory Board.
The Accounting and Auditing
Organisation for Islamic Financial
Institutions (AAOIFI) is an
independent international organisation
based in Bahrain that prepares
accounting, auditing, governance,
ethics and—most importantly—
Shari’ah standards for Islamic
financial institutions. More than 70
standards have been issued since its
establishment in 1990. Not limited to
Gulf countries, the standards have also
been adopted in Malaysia, Singapore
and South Africa. It can be argued
that AAOIFI is one of the most
influential standard setters for Islamic
financial institutions in the world
today.
Dallah al-Baraka (DAB) is a Riyadhbased international conglomerate
established in 1969. The company
is involved in many different
businesses such as trade, real estate,
transportation and financial services.
To ensure that its operations are
carried out according to Islamic laws,
the Dallah al-Baraka Group set up its
own Shari’ah committee led by the
prominent scholar Dr. Abdul Sattar
Abu Ghuddah. Their activities include
issuing fatwa and conducting research
related to Islamic financial transactions
and contracts.
Since its formation in 1975, Dubai
Islamic Bank (DIB) has established
itself as one of the leaders in the

Islamic banking industry. As a
commercial bank, Dubai Islamic
Bank’s main activities are retail and
business banking. In addition to that,
the Bank has an investment division
which provides advisory services to
corporations, financial institutions,
government and institutional investors
in the Gulf countries regarding
investment in sukuk and shares.
The International Islamic Fiqh
Academy was established in 1981
to serve as a platform for Muslim
scholars to discuss contemporary issues
faced by the Muslim Ummah. Under
the auspices of the Organisation of
the Islamic Conference (OIC)’s 57
members, the organisation has 43
scholars who are appointed as members
of the Fiqh Academy Council. They
specialise in various Islamic branches
of knowledge such as jurisprudence,
theology, Qur’an and hadith. Since
its inception, the international Fiqh
Academy has organised 19 roundtable
discussions and 15 conferences to
discuss different issues including
economics, health, medicine, issues
of belief and law and also, but not
exclusively, business-related issues. The
scholars of the International Islamic
Fiqh Academy issue resolutions at the
end of each conference articulating
their views, which can serve as
guidelines for Muslims.
Apart from issuing fatwa within
Shari’ah supervisory boards and
scholars’ conferences, specialised
Muslim scholars also produce books,
articles and concept papers on Islamic
financial innovations. For example,
Monzer Qazf has written a book titled
‘Asasiyat al-Tamwil al-Islami’ evaluating
innovative financial products. The most
challenging part in the development
of Islamic financial instruments is
that most of the products use hybrid
contracts or more than one simple
contract.
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Disputes in Islamic
Financial Innovations

In the field of Islamic financial
innovation fatwa may diverge and this
has the potential to hinder the industry’s
development. Conflicting fatwa occur
when a contract is recognised in one
region but rejected in another. Such
disagreements often occur between
regions, particularly between the Middle
East and Malaysia. For example, the
acceptance of the contract of bay
inah by the latter has become the main
subject of disagreement. In Malaysia,
bay inah is applied to create various
Islamic financial products such as
home and personal financing and credit
cards. Furthermore, the controversy
surrounding this contract has led to the
generalisation that Malaysian Shari’ah
scholars adopt lenient and flexible
approaches in deducing rulings for
Islamic finance practices.
Another clear example of the difference
is the issue of the leakage of Islamic
funds into non-Islamic investments. In
Malaysia, Islamic funds are not allowed
to leak out to the conventional ribabased financial market, as was stated in
the resolution of the Shari’ah Advisory
Council of Bank Negara Malaysia.
As the Shari’ah-compliance issue is
crucial for the majority of Islamic
banking customers, the existence of
globally accepted Shari’ah standards is
vital for maintaining public confidence
and acceptance. Although juristic
disagreement is acceptable from the
fiqh perspective, practitioners consider
that in the context of Islamic finance it
has more disadvantages than benefits.
The divergence of fatwa has led to
confusion among the public about the
legality of certain financial products
and this affects their acceptance.
It is argued that homogeneity in
Shari’ah rulings will further accelerate
the growth of the industry as it is
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easier to promote Islamic financial
products worldwide if there are no
disputes about their legality, hence,
harmonisation of Shari’ah rulings in
Islamic finance is seen as an urgent
need (Shaharuddin, 2012).
Difference in juristic opinions is not
a new phenomenon. It has been
normal since the first generation of
Muslims. A case in point is the issue of
iddah (the waiting period for widows
or divorced wives before they may
remarry). The Companion, Abdullah
bin Masud, was of the opinion that the
iddah for a divorced wife ends with
purification from the third menstrual
cycle, however, according to Zayd ibn
Thabit, iddah ends when the third
menstrual cycle begins. This example
clearly substantiates the existence
of different opinions among the
Companions. Islam recognises such
disagreement, as Shari’ah scholars differ
in their understanding of sacred textual
evidences i.e. the Qur’an and hadith of
the Prophet.
Scholars have identified six main factors
that lead to differences in juristic
opinions:
1)

2)

3)

4)

distinctive interpretations of
the meaning and intent of
some words and verses of the
Qur’an;
distinctive interpretations
of the meanings of hadith,
differences in the number of
hadith memorised by different
jurists and differing criteria for
accepting hadith;
disagreement on the legal
weight of the fatwa of the
Companions and whether
or not they are a binding
reference;
disparities in understanding the
wisdom (hikmah) behind laws,
their ilal (effective causes) and

5)
6)

the maqasid (purposes) of the
Shari’ah;
differences of environment and
customs;
differences in the way of
harmonising apparently
contradictory Shari’ah texts or
giving preference (tarjih) to one
text over another.

In addition, there are differing views
regarding the validity of certain
categories of evidence such as qiyas,
istihsan, istislah, istishab and regarding
certain legal maxims used to conclude
rulings. These differences have led to
the establishment of various schools of
Islamic law (madhhabs).
It should be noted that juristic
disagreement is allowed in Islam as long
as it occurs within the standard norm
of ethics and proper behaviour. Also,
the disagreement must be motivated
by the pursuit of knowledge and truth.
If the disagreement is motivated by
egotistical desire or personal gain, it is
prohibited. There are many examples
from the early generation of jurists
which demonstrate that they differed in
juristic rulings for objective reasons not
because of personal motives. Similarly,
the ethics of disagreement should be
followed by contemporary Shari’ah
scholars and practitioners in Islamic
finance when dealing with differing
fatwa issued by various Shari’ah
advisory boards. Perhaps they should
be reminded that the Shari’ah advisors
deserve two rewards if their opinions
are right and one reward if their
opinions are wrong, provided they do
not contravene any definitive evidence
(dalil qat’i) such as the prohibition of
riba.
Shaharuddin (2012) argues that,
if the divergence of fatwa centre
on a few fiqh issues only (i.e.,bay
inah), standardisation will not be
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as complicated as one might think.
Once the Shari’ah scholars reach a
consensus on the issues, the Islamic
finance industry will have a standardised
Shari’ah practice. On the other hand, if
the divergence involves many different
fiqh issues, a standardised framework
for issuing fatwa is required to assist the
Shari’ah advisors.
Although the issue of fatwa divergence
is frequently raised by the critics
of Islamic finance, their criticisms
are rarely supported by rigorous
quantitative study. Differences in
fatwa are usually addressed in the
discussion of the legality of financial
products offered by Islamic financial
institutions. With the exception
of a study conducted by Grais and
Pellegrini (2006), no other researchers
have embarked on identifying the
contradictory fatwa in Islamic finance.
In the course of studying the corporate
governance framework of Islamic
financial institutions, Shaharudin et al
(2012) surveyed 6,000 fatwa between six
fatwa issuing bodies related to business
transactions. They found that only 10%
of them were conflicting.

The Muslim Scholars’
Method in Islamic Financial
Innovation

The application of Islamic classical
contracts in the Islamic capital market
has triggered a number of Shari’ah
issues. The crux of the issues lies in the
ijtihad made by Shari’ah scholars in an
attempt to adapt the classical contracts
to fit modern financial practices. Such
modification is understandable since
Islamic financial institutions operate
in a completely different environment
compared to that familiar to the classical
jurists. It is generally acknowledged
that not all of the classical fiqh
rulings related to financial transaction
are applicable in the modern era,
hence, new ijtihad is needed to make
classical fiqh doctrines relevant to
www.islamic-banking.com

the sophisticated financial needs of
contemporary Muslims.
Shari’ah scholars have adopted two
general approaches in this respect. The
first is to develop new Islamic financial
products based on adapting various
Islamic classical contracts. Advocates
of this approach are normally Shari’ah
scholars who work closely with the
Islamic financial institutions, i.e. those
who sit on the Shari’ah advisory board
or are Shari’ah consultants. They try to
understand the problems faced by the
practitioners and then suggest possible
solutions according to the principles of
the Shari’ah, hence, their work focuses
mainly on how to apply fiqh doctrines
to create financial instruments that
mirror conventional products in all
respects. These scholars are responsible
for the Shari’ah compliance of existing
Islamic financial products and represent
the Shari’ah governing bodies in most
Islamic banks, however, due to the fact
that they are replicating conventional
products, critics perceive these as not
being significantly different from their
conventional counterparts.
This replication approach has also
led to criticism by another group
of Shari’ah scholars. This group
questions the conformity of current
Islamic capital market products to the
principles and ethical framework of
Islamic commercial law propounded
by the classical jurists. They perceive
many of the fatwa and resolutions
passed by the Shari’ah advisors
of Islamic financial institutions as
contradicting the rulings found in
classical fiqh. The Shari’ah advisors
are accused of being too lenient in
satisfying the demands of Islamic
capital market practitioners. They
also criticise the legal methodology
adopted by the Shari’ah advisors. They
argue that in assessing the Shari’ah
compliance of new financial products,
the Shari’ah committee can be very

rigid, concentrating solely on legal
technicalities, while being excessively
flexible in applying the doctrine of
maslahah in an unregulated manner
(Shaharuddin, 2012).

Nonbinding Fatwa and
Legally Binding Scholars’
Opinions

It should be understood that the
opinions of specialised Shari’ah
scholars sitting within the financial
institution is legally binding as
compared to general fatwa issued by
mufti. The history of fatwa in Islam
began during the Prophet’s lifetime.
The Prophet Muhammad was the first
mufti, and all his fatwa are considered
binding laws as well as a major legal
source in Islam. In technical fiqh
terminology, a fatwa is a formal legal
opinion issued by a recognised religious
legal authority in response to a question
related to Islamic rulings.
In order to be a mufti, an individual
must fulfil the previously mentioned
criteria for being a mujtahid. The
Shari’ah boards of Islamic financial
institutions clearly fulfil the criteria
for being institutional muftis. Each
Shari’ah board practises collective
ijtihad to provide solutions for the
industry, however, the scope of their
fatwa is limited to muamalat (business
and financial) matters.
Is the fatwa of a Shari’ah board
binding? A review of classical literature
reveals that the majority of jurists
were of the opinion that a fatwa is a
nonbinding legal opinion. This means
the mustafti (who asks for a Shari’ah
ruling) is not obligated to act upon the
issued fatwa and, hence, a person who
does not act upon it should not be
punished. The view of classical jurists
was that a fatwa only becomes binding
and enforceable when it is issued by a
qadi to settle a dispute brought before
a court.
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The current practice of Islamic finance,
however, appears to contradict the
classical understanding of fatwa.
AAOIFI has clearly ruled that Islamic
financial institutions must adhere to the
fatwa issued by their respective Shari’ah
boards. The institution is obliged
to follow the fatwa once it is issued
regardless of whether it is satisfactory
to the management or not. This
obligation holds true when the fatwa
entails enforcement or prohibition of
a certain act. When the fatwa entails
permissibility of the act in question,
the institution has the right to refrain
from following it, if it believes that, for
practical reasons, it has to do so. In this
case, however, rejection of the board
fatwa should be reported to the General
Assembly of the institution. (AAIOFI,
2010).
Similarly, the Islamic Financial
Institution Act 2013 also requires
Malaysian Islamic financial institutions
to adhere to the opinion of their
respective Shari’ah boards. This rule
aims to prevent the practice of talfiq
(picking and choosing opinions and
patching them together) to pursue
Shari’ah exemptions without observing
their relevant controls or their context
and circumstances; an act which
leads to the adoption of irrelevant
fatwa. Malaysia gives greater authority
and responsibility to the Shari’ah
committees in the management of
Islamic banks. The Islamic banks not
only have to abide by the fatwa issued
by the Shari’ah committees, but must
also seek their opinion on strategic
business management matters to avoid
any Shari’ah issues.

Conclusion

It can be concluded from the discussion
above, that Shari’ah scholars have
played a vital role in Islamic financial
innovation. Independent Shari’ah
scholars and specialised Shari’ah
scholars have both contributed to the
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success of Islamic financial innovation.
At the same time, they educate the public
at large in understanding the Islamic
financial system. Their fatwa are critical
to moving the industry to a position
where it is on a par with its conventional
counterpart.
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shortage of Shari’ah experts, the lack of
training for the scholars and contradicting Shaharuddin, A., Mas’ad, A., Safian,
fatwa are among the hurdles in innovation Y.H.M., Shafii, Z., Salleh, A.Z., Alias,
in the Islamic financial system and its
M., Seman, J.A., Laldin, M.A., &
products. Nevertheless, the differences
Khir, M.F.A. (2012). Fatwas on Islamic
in opinions and methods employed by
Capital Markets: A Comparative Study
Shari’ah scholars in Islamic financial
Between Malaysia and Gulf Co-operation
innovation should be seen as wisdom
Council Countries (GCC). ISRA
or a right to exercise every human
research paper, 40. http://ifikr.isra.my/
being’s intellect. This can be seen as an
documents/10180/16168/40.pdf
opportunity to grow,
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Can Islamic Finance Help to Drive the Ethical and
Responsible Agenda?
Background

A joint paper from the RFI
(Responsible Finance and Investment)
Foundation and IFSB (Islamic
Financial Services Board) argues that in
the wake of the 2008 financial crisis the
response has been to rely too heavily
on rules and regulations and has failed
to address the underlying ethics. It
goes on to identify the features that
ethical/responsible finance and Islamic
finance have in common and also the
differences between them. The aim
is to provide a framework that will
allow cooperation between the two
in the interests of bringing greater
value to the economy, society and
the environment, thus supporting
sustainable global development.
While the movement promoting SRI
(Socially Responsible Investing) began
around the millennium as a Christianbacked initiative based on religious
principles, SRI has since moved into
the mainstream and is now simply
focused on the benefits it brings to the
economy, society and the environment.
Islamic finance, however, remains
aligned with Shari’ah and achieving all
of its objectives including the linking
of financial transactions to productive
economic activity.

The Role of Finance in the
Economy

The paper, ‘Responsible Finance –
Ethical and Islamic Finance: Meeting
the Global Agenda’, states very clearly,
‘When finance becomes an end in
itself there can be such an erosion of
the links with the real economy that it
becomes inherently unstable. It then
becomes a destructive rather than a
constructive force.’ It observes that
in the run-up to the financial crisis
that the ‘volume of financial activity
had far outstripped the volume of real
economic activity’.
www.islamic-banking.com

The potential to make huge amounts
of money in a relatively short period
of time also led to excessive risktaking. This not only led to misery
for the ordinary people caught up
in this maelstrom, e.g. repossession
of homes in the subprime mortgage
scandal in the USA and the loss
of life savings in the collapse of
Northern Rock in the UK, it broke
the all-important trust between
borrowers and creditors. The old
adage ‘My word is my bond’ became
a rather bad joke.
The focus on short-term gains not
only affected the decisions of the
finance industry, it had a knock-on
effect on industry and commerce.
Investors wanted jam today and that
motivated boardrooms around the
world to take decisions aimed at
short-term gain rather than the longterm and more sustainable interests.
The paper identifies three
fundamental features of ethical
finance – a focus on the longer
term, the avoidance of high-risk and
speculative activities and improving
the impact of investments on society
and the environment. It is at pains to
point out that the aim is to generate
an income from investments, just not
tomorrow and not at the expense
of the economy, society and the
environment.
The principles of Islamic finance are
less broad brush and more explicit.
They hold that financial transactions
must support real economic activity.
They are also much more prescriptive
on the subject of risk and profit
sharing. The paper says, ‘The
entitlement to profit is contingent
upon shared risk-taking.’ It argues
that this shared risk taking means
investors are much more likely to

conduct due diligence on the viability
of a business.
Another key principle of Islamic
finance is the injunction to do no harm,
not just to the world today but also to
future generations. (This is a bit of
hard one. In the mid 20th century, the
oil industry was seen as contributing
to the economy and society. In the
Gulf, for example, it helped bring
employment and social benefits to
previously very impoverished societies.
Subsequently we have learned of the
immense damage it is causing to the
environment with the potential to
seriously damage and even destroy the
planet.) In addition Islamic finance
discourages excess leverage leading to
unsustainable levels of debt; promotes
inclusivity so that no section of society
is financially excluded and requires a
high level of transparency in financial
transactions.

Is Ethical/Sustainable
Finance Working?

According to the Global Sustainable
Investment Review 2018 the growth
of ethical investment is accelerating.
Between 2014 and 2016 sustainable
investment in Europe, the US, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and Japan
increased by 25% to $22.9 trillion, but
between 2016 and 2018 it rose 34%
to reach $30.7 trillion. Some forecasts
expect to see green bond issuance
reaching $180-240 billion by the end
of 2019, a figure revised upwards very
substantially since the beginning of
2019. Similarly, funds meeting the
requirements of the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment
(PRI) had reached $82 trillion of assets
under management from just $4 trillion
in 2006, a compound annual growth
of 29%. To date much of the issuance
funds have been directed to renewable
energy projects.
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Today there are also stock indices
that list stocks that meet ESG
(Environmental, Social and Corporate
Governance) requirements. These
include the Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices, the FTSE4Good. These
indices exclude organisations such as
tobacco, nuclear power, weapons and
coal. Beyond this, customised screening
can look at issues such as leverage and
whether or not organisations are backed
by genuine assets and/or economic
activity.
The above are, if you like, negative
indicators. Fortune Magazine, however,
has drawn up a list that looks at positive
indicators. Called ‘Change the World’,
this list identifies organisations that
positively contribute to society and
the environment. The paper cites
one example, Qualcomm, that has
developed low-power, low-cost chips
with the potential to monitor air and
water quality in real time; to enable
farmers to avoid over watering or over
fertilising crops and allowing self-drive
cars to communicate with each other
to avoid traffic jams and thus reduce
emissions.

How is Islamic Finance
Contributing?

One of the key initiatives supporting
SRI in the world of Islamic finance is
the green sukuk. The Climate Bonds
Initiative lists eligible assets for green
sukuk as solar parks, biogas plants, wind
energy projects, renewable transmission
and infrastructure projects and electric
vehicles. Moody’s reported that green
sukuk issuance in the first quarter of
2019 had increased by 40% to reach
$47.2 billion.
In the world of conventional finance
the first green bond was issued by the
European Investment Bank in 2007.
Ten years later, in 2017, Malaysia’s
Tadau Energy issued the first green
sukuk to finance a solar power plant
and by mid 2018 a further four green
sukuk had been issued by Malaysian
corporate, three more for solar power
44 IIBI
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plants and one for a green real estate
development. Indonesia was the first
country to issue a green sovereign
sukuk in 2018 and this was followed by
a second in early 2019.
Malaysia’s Securities Commission
launched a framework for SRI sukuk
in 2014. Green sukuk qualify for tax
deductions until 2020. Further tax
incentives are available through the
Ministry of Malaysian Investment
Development Authority (MIDA)
and financing incentives are available
through the Green Technology
Financing Scheme. To some extent
these ‘kick-start’ measures have
been a response to the difficulties in
raising finance for renewable energy
projects in Malaysia. These projects
were perceived to be high risk by
the finance community, which also
lacked the knowledge to properly
assess such schemes.
In 2018 Indonesia launched a Green
Sukuk Framework and the issue of
the first green sovereign sukuk. They
followed up in early 2019 with the
issue of a further green sukuk.
In 2019 the Dubai Islamic Economy
Development Centre (DIEDC)
announced an agreement with the
Dubai International Financial Centre,
the Dubai Financial Market and
Climate Bonds Initiative The aim is to
promote the issuance of green sukuk
not only in the UAE but also across
the world and to develop certification
standards.

focuses on the long term; promotes
sound governance and strong risk
management and emphasises social
inclusion.
The principles by which it operates
have been drawn up by a number of
international bodies, with no single
body being pre-eminent and therein lies
a potential problem. At the very basic
level investments that avoid industries
such as fossil fuels, weapon, tobacco
and gambling may reasonably to be
green and/or ethical, but that begs
the question – to what extent do they
contribute to economic development.
Anyone deciding to follow green/
ethical investment policies needs to ask
searching questions to discover if the
funds in which they intend to invest
meet their own criteria.
In Islamic finance the link between
finance and the economy is much
more explicit. As noted earlier, Islamic
principles mandate that financial
transactions need to be linked to
real economic activity. Similarly, the
requirement for risks as well as profits
to be shared mitigates against projects
that are not economically viable. The
paper, however, notes that, while
Islamic finance is sustainable and
resilient, ‘its impact on the economy,
the community is less clear.’

The Differences Between
Ethical and Islamic
Finance

The paper proposes that Islamic
finance should be clearly value adding
by supporting economic activity and
value based by benefiting society. It
concludes that finance, both ethical
and Islamic, needs to focus on ultimate
outcomes and the impact of these
outcomes should be measurable.

Ethical finance is not directly linked to
the economy, but it does incorporate
all of the elements required to
support economic sustainability. It

The authors of ‘Responsible Finance – Ethical
and Islamic Finance: Meeting the Global Agenda’
are Tan Sri Dr. Zeti, formerly Governor of Bank
Negara Malaysia and currently an advisor to
the government of Malaysia on institutional and
structural reform; Ms Azleena Idris, currently
Director, Corporate Services Division, of Payments
Network Malaysia and Yousuf Sultan, a certified
Shari’ah advisor and auditor with a particular
interest in fintech.

Ethical and Islamic finance share a
common goal – to serve the economy.
Their approaches to achieving this
goal, however, come from different
roots.
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Ithmaar Bank Upgrades
Customer Relationship
Management Platform

Bahrain-based Ithmaar Bank have
announced plans for a major upgrade to
its Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) platform. The Microsoft
Dynamics CRM solution will enhance
customers’ banking experience
and help introduce new, customerfocused solutions in line with banking
industry trends towards increasing
personalisation, security and mobility, as
well as customer engagement. Ithmaar
Bank’s Chief Executive Officer,
Ahmed Abdul Rahim commented,.
‘This major upgrade ….. is designed,
first and foremost, to further enhance
our business relationships with both
existing and potential customers,
allowing for faster response times and
more engaging interactions. It will
allow for automated responses, intimate
personalisation and, most importantly,
an immediate 360 view of customers.
This, in turn, will allow us to anticipate
customer needs even before they are
articulated. The implementation will
also improve how we handle customer
feedback, which will help us serve our
customers better.’
VeriPark Gulf FZE, which specialises
in providing CRM as well as OmniChannel Platform, Branch Automation
and Loyalty Management solutions to
financial institutions around the world,
has been appointed to help implement
the CRM upgrade as well as other
customer-focused systems that will help
the Bank improve its efficiency and
productivity.

Wirecard and AFFINBANK
Extend Collaboration
Wirecard and Affin Bank Berhad
(AFFINBANK) have announced
an extension of their collaboration
focused on revolutionising internet
banking for consumers in Malaysia.

www.islamic-banking.com
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Through this partnership, over
300,000 AFFINBANK customers
are already benefitting from an array
of services such as e-commerce and
mobile payment powered by Wirecard
technology. By leveraging more of
Wirecard’s platform, AFFINBANK
is able to launch a complete internet
banking solution to drive customer
growth and retention and boost
e-banking usage.
Group Chief Executive Officer of
AFFINBANK, Kamarul Ariffin
Mohd Jamil said, ‘We are pleased to
partner with Wirecard and announce
the enhanced Retail Internet Banking
solution for our customers. The
solution is a key product in the
consumer segment and the expanded
platform will help us to serve our
customers better and provide an even
better digital banking experience. As
cashless payments continue to grow
strongly in Malaysia, we look forward to
working with Wirecard to provide more
value-added services for our customers.’
Since 2017, Wirecard has been
enabling AFFINBANK to provide
e-commerce and mobile payment
services to its customers. Furthermore,
AFFINBANK has been leveraging
Wirecard’s digital financial commerce
platform to enable merchants to accept
online payments as well as credit and
debit card payments via Wirecard’s
point-of-sale terminals.

DIB Launch Banking in
Minutes

Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) has launched
‘Banking in Minutes’, a facility that
allows UAE nationals and residents to
open bank accounts through the DIB
Mobile App without visiting a branch or
completing extensive paperwork. The
‘Banking in Minutes’ facility will also
allow prequalified credit card customers
to apply and get credit cards through

the DIB Mobile App and start using
the card instantly through Apple Pay—
without having to wait for their physical
card to be delivered.

QIB Win Digital Award

Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) was recently
awarded by The Asian Banker as
the best digital bank in Qatar. The
award recognises the Bank’s digital
transformation efforts by introducing
personalised and innovative digital
products and services that simplify
banking and improve the customers’
overall experience.
Commenting on the award, Mr. Bassel
Gamal, QIB Group Chief Executive
Officer, said: ‘In recent years, we have
replaced our core banking system,
developed a brand new omni-channel
digital platform for both our retail and
corporate customers and embarked on
a bank-wide digital transformation to
make the use of all our key products
and services simpler, faster, and more
convenient for our customers. We
worked hard to become a real 24/7
institution, offering our customers the
possibility to perform the majority
of their daily banking needs through
our Mobile App and Internet Banking
platforms without the need to visit a
branch. At the same time, as we are
introducing end to end digital solutions,
the automation of our processes
along with the migration of front-end
activity to digital channels are creating
significant internal efficiencies.’
Last year, QIB was the first bank in
Qatar and the first Islamic bank in the
world to provide ‘Instant Finance’, an
end-to-end fully digitised service. This
service allows eligible customers to get
new or additional personal financing in
a few clicks through the QIB Mobile
App. Additionally, the bank recently
launched a new digital onboarding
process allowing new customers to start
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a relationship with the bank by opening
a current, MISK or savings account
through the QIB Mobile App.
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ADIB Launch Simple Lab

customers. Through WhatsApp,
Msa3ed will provide customers with
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank (ADIB) has
quick responses to many inquiries and
launched a new innovation centre,
allow customers to explore the bank’s
known as the ‘ADIB Simple Lab, to
A new Retail Internet Banking platform
various products and services, locate
create and invest in new technology
was launched, which among other
bank branches, convert currencies and
in line with the vision of making
features allows customers to get a holistic banking simple, friendly and convenient very soon to add more services for
view of their accounts upon logging in.
customers such as account balance
for customers. In the ADIB Simple
Through a dashboard on the homepage, Lab, technology and banking experts
checks, last five transactions from the
customers are presented with charts that collaborate to take ideas that enhance
account, share IBAN and more.’
display their spending transactions in
and simplify customers’ banking
categories, giving them a snapshot of
Finastra Signs Deal with
experience from concept to reality.
where most of their money goes, as well
United Arab Bank
as their net worth, upcoming payments,
ADIB has already successfully launched United Arab Bank has selected
and ‘ABSHER’ rewards programme
a number of Shari’ah-compliant digital Finastra’s Fusion Corporate Channels
points.
and Fusion Cash Management
services from the facility, including
products to streamline its internal
‘Express Finance’ through the ADIB
A brand-new version of QIB’s Corporate mobile app, which provides qualifying
processes and increase its
Internet Banking is available for
competitiveness. It is also upgrading
customers with instant access to
corporate, medium and small enterprises. personal finance. Customers can also
to the latest version of Fusion
The online portal offers corporate
now update their personal information Equation, Finastra’s core banking
clients a highly secured passageway for
such as their Emirates ID, passport and solution.
QIB’s corporate clients to conveniently
contact details through the app without
manage all their daily business banking
Ahmad Abu Eideh, CEO at
having to visit the branch.
transactions.
United Arab Bank said, ‘Customer
expectations have changed drastically
Current projects at ADIB Simple Lab
QIB has also introduced the first Islamic include fully digitising the process of
over the past few years and banking
POS in the country and a new online
customers are no different. They
opening accounts and covered cards.
Wage Protection System (WPS). The
expect their bank to offer a digital
The bank also continues to enhance
Islamic POS provides a secure and
experience similar to the ones they
its ‘ADIB Direct’ digital transaction
highly efficient payment method helping banking platform for businesses that
are seeing in other areas of their lives.
United Arab Bank is working on
companies to increase their sales, while
integrates a suite of banking solutions
delivering this level of service to all its
the WPS portal has been added to QIB’s into a single, streamlined interface.
online solutions to ease the monthly
clients – both retail and corporate.’
salaries payment process.
Boubyan Bank Launch
Fusion Corporate Channels and Fusion
WhatsApp Service
Similarly, last year, QIB launched the
Boubyan Bank has rolled out its Digital Cash Management will provide a much
improved, functionality-rich experience
QIB Investor Relations App which
Assistant (Msa3ed) with WhatsApp
for corporate users and treasurers
is designed to enhance investor
Business API in Kuwait. This
to effectively manage cashflows,
communication and keep them updated
was achieved in collaboration with
unifying trade, supply chain finance,
on the latest financial developments
Infobip, a specialist in omnichannel
related to share prices, stock
engagement. Mr. Abdulla Al-Tuwaijri, cash, lending and treasury services for
corporate clients. The solutions will
performance, bank news, financial results the bank’s deputy CEO, said, ‘Now,
be integrated with Fusion Equation
and key financial reports.
Msa3ed can respond to all customers
under a single portal, providing better
and non-customers’ inquiries via
services and improving the entire
WhatsApp using Boubyan Bank’s
customer experience. The upgrade and
QIB Officials Receive
verified WhatsApp number and they
integration will be managed through
Best Digital Bank in
will find answers to all their queries.
Fusion Advance, Finastra’s dedicated
Qatar Award
Carrying out banking functions on
upgrade management program,
the go and having 24/7 support is a
powered by Finastra Global Services.
valuable benefit for Boubyan Bank’s
46 IIBI
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The Bahrain-based Al Baraka Banking
Group BSC (ABG) achieved a net
income attributable to shareholders
of $56 million during the first half of
2019, while total net income reached $
95 million and total operating income
$442 million for the same period. Total
assets increased to $24.2 billion at the
end of June 2019. Poor performance
in the 1st quarter of 2019 was to
some extent balanced a significant
improvement in the 2nd quarter, but
overall first half results showed a 22%
decline in net income compared to the
first half of 2018.
Maybank’s Islamic operations reported
a 6.64% increase in profit for the
second quarter of 2019, compared to
the same period in 2019. The profit
after zakat and tax stood at $125.76
million. Income in the same period was
up 3.41%.
The Islamic banking operations of
Malaysia’s Ambank Group reported
a 16% increase in profit for the three
months to June 30th 2019, compared
to the same period in 2018. The profit
after zakat and tax stood at $20.28
million. Income increased by 4.5% in
the same period.
Malaysia’s BIMB Holdings Berhad
(BHB) reported an increase in profit
before zakat and tax of RM 620.6
million, an increase of 21.5% for the
first six months of 2019 compared to
the same period in 2018. The dominant
banking activities of BHB saw an
increase of 9.2% in profits comparing
the first six months of 2019 with 2018
and takaful operations saw a 43.7%
increase, mainly attributable to a strong
performance in family takaful.
Sharjah Islamic Bank results for
the third quarter of 2019 show that
net profit jumped by 8.84% to AED
124.86 million compared to AED
114.71 million in the same period for
www.islamic-banking.com

2018. The bank generated AED 467.19
million in revenues during the threemonth period ended September, up
5.8% from AED 441.74 million in the
same period in 2018.
Emirates Islamic has reported a 43%
increase in net profit to $255 million
for the nine months to the end of
September 2019 compared to the same
period in 2018. In the same period net
income increased 11%.
Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) has
reported a 10.5% increase in net profit
for the nine months to the end of
September 2019 compared to the same
period in 2019. Net profits stood
at QAR 2,125 million; total assets
increased by 1.1% now standing at
QAR 154.9 and total income was QAR
5,710.6 Million registering a 11.8%
growth. There was a decrease in total
general and administrative expenses
of 3.8%. QIB was able to maintain
the ratio of non-performing financing
assets to total financing assets at 1.2%.
Noor Bank has reported a net profit
of AED 595 million, a 12% increase
over the corresponding period last
year. Noor Bank’s revenue increased
6% year on year. John Iossifidis, CEO
of Noor Bank, said, ‘Disciplined cost
management and de-risking of certain
parts of the business have significantly
contributed to the surge in net profit
with an improved cost-to-income ratio.’
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank Group has
reported net revenues for the first nine
months of 2019 increased by 5.7% to
AED 4,390.9 million vs. AED 4,154.1
million in first nine months of 2018.
Operating profit grew 7.2% to AED
2,405.4 million vs. AED 2,243.4 million
in first nine months of 2018 and Group
net profit for the increased by 5.6% to
AED 1,850.5 million vs. AED 1,752.5
million comparing the same periods.
Credit provisions and impairments for

the first nine months of 2019 increased
by 13.4% to AED 552.5 million.
Al Salam Bank-Bahrain has reported
a 27% increase in net profit for the
nine months to the end of September
2019 compared to the same period
in 2018. Total net profit was $45.7
million. Total operating income for the
nine-month period declined by 4% to
$105.8 million, compared to BD 41.6
million (US$110.4 million) for the same
period last year. The slight decline in
total operating income was attributed
to one-off items in the previous year.
Total operating expenses in the period
increased 23% to $55.2 million. This
increase was in part due to the Bank’s
investment in digital transformation
initiatives
Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) announced
its results for the period ending June
30, 2019. Group net profit increased
to AED 2,753 million, up 13% on
the comparable period in 2018. Total
income increased to AED 6,982 million,
up by 25%. Net operating revenue
grew to AED 4,699 million, up 16%.
Operating expenses were stable at AED
1,201 million vs AED 1,187 million in
the first half of 2018. Net operating
profit before impairment charges grew
by 23% to AED 3,498 million. Dubai
Islamic Bank Group Chief Executive
Officer, Dr. Adnan Chilwan, said,
‘Whilst we continue to show robust
balance sheet growth, profitability is
and will always remain the key area of
focus for DIB, evidenced by ROA at
2.46% and ROE at 18.5%, which is
amongst the strongest in the market.’
Syria International Islamic Bank
announced record financial results in
the first half of 2019, where the net
profit increased by 66% to reach about
2.9 billion Syrian pounds compared
to the first half of the previous year.
Return on equity reached 9.37%
compared to 5.9% in the first half
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of the previous year. Total operating
income was about 8 billion Syrian
pounds. On the asset side, the bank
achieved a growth rate of about 59%
with assets reaching 583 billion Syrian
pounds against 366 billion Syrian
pounds at the end of 2018.
Bahrain’s Bank ABC Islamic
announced net profit for the first half
of 2019 was $18.9 million, 21.1%
higher than the profit in the first half
of 2018. Total operating income rose
to $22.3 million, 8.1% higher compared
to the first six months of 2018.
Operating expenses were $3.8 million,
6.8% higher compared to the same
period in 2018. ABC Islamic Bank’s
total assets stood at $1.703 billion as
of June 30, 2019 compared to $1.745
billion at 2018 year-end. Commenting
on the results, Mr. Hammad Hassan,
Managing Director of Bank ABC
Islamic, said, ‘The year-on-year increase
in total operating income of 8.1% is
healthy considering the market activity
has continued to remain subdued. The
overall improvement in net profitability
has been possible due to more efficient
use of the balance sheet and proactive
management of some exposures that
contributed to higher credit costs in the
same period last year.’
Kuwait International Bank (KIB)
has reported a net profit for the first
nine months of 2019 of KD 12.8
million and a total operating income of
around KD 51.8 million. KIB’s total
assets increased by KD 266 million
or (almost 13%) to reach almost KD
2.35 billion compared to KD 2.08
billion for the same period in 2018.
The growth in total assets was a result
of a growth in the overall financing
portfolio of almost KD 200 million
to reach KD 1.72 billion, which is an
increase of 13%. Vice Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of KIB, Raed
Jawad Bukhamseen, pointed out that
KIB has successfully issued a $300
48 IIBI
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million AT1 perpetual sukuk during
June 2019, which was significantly over
subscribed and classifies under Tier 1
capital in accordance with Basel III and
the Central Bank of Kuwait guidelines.
The issuance will assist the Bank in
adhering to its capital and long-term
liquidity regulatory requirements. As
at 30 June 2019, KIB reported a high
capital adequacy ratio of 20.7%.
Pakistan’s Meezan Bank reported
first half 2019 results showing a profit
after tax of Rs 7 billion, a 70% increase
over the first half of 2018. Total
assets grew to Rs 1 trillion, a growth of
7%. Deposits increased 7% to reach
Rs 841 billion compared to the end
of the 2018 calendar year. Operating
costs and expenses increased from Rs
9,333 billion to Rs 11,721 billion. This
increase was ascribed to the devaluation
of the rupee and consequent surging
inflation as well as to the costs
associated with branch expansion.
Masraf Al Rayan announced its
financial results for the six months
ending 30 June 2019, achieving a
net profit of QAR 1,078 million, an
increase of 1.15% compared to the
corresponding period in the previous
year. Its return on average assets was
2.16% and a return on average equity
was 16.5%. ‘The results of the first
half of 2019 may not be a huge leap
compared to what the Bank achieved
during the first half of last year. The
increase in profits was modest due to
the increase in borrowing and deposit
costs.’ commented His Excellency
Hussein Al Abdullah, Chairman and
Managing Director. Total assets
reached QAR 102,543 million compared
to QAR 100,455 million as of 30 June
2018, a growth of 2.1%. Financing
activities increased to QAR 74,800
million compared to QAR 73,088
million as of 30 June 2018, a growth
of 2.3%. Investments reached QAR
20,496 million compared to QAR

19,902 million as of 30 June 2018, a
growth of 3.0%. Customer deposits
increased to QAR 64,412 million
compared to QAR 62,701 million as
of 30 June 2018, a growth of 2.7%.
‘The results of the first half of 2019
may not be a huge leap compared to
what the Bank achieved during the
first half of last year. The increase in
profits was modest due to the increase
in borrowing and deposit costs’,
commented His Excellency Hussein
Al Abdullah, Chairman and Managing
Director.
QIIB (Qatar International Islamic
Bank) achieved a net profit of QR 777
million compared to QR 735 million for
the same period of 2018, with a growth
rate of 5.7%. Total revenues reached
QR 1,758 million at the end of the Q32019 compared to QR 1,578 million at
the end of Q3-2018, with a growth rate
of 11.4%. Total assets at the end of
the third quarter rose by 8.3 % to reach
QR 53.0 billion compared to QR 48.9
billion for the same period last year.
Deposits at the end of the third quarter
increased to QR 32.05 billion. The
bank’s capital adequacy (under Basel III)
stood at 15.87 %.
Group Chief Executive Officer at
Kuwait Finance House (KFH), Mazin
Saad Al-Nahedh said that KFH had
achieved positive financial results in the
first half of 2019 thanks to the focus
on core banking business, indicating
profits were mainly driven by revenue
from the core business. Financing
income reached KD 460.5 million,
an increase of 8.6% compared to the
same period last year. Total operating
expenses decreased by 1.6% to
KD151.7 million compared to the first
half of 2018. Net operating income
increased by 2.1 % to KD 240.7 million.
The Group’s non-performing financings
decreased to 1.90%, as per the CBK’s
accounting principles, compared to
1.99% in the end of 2018.
www.islamic-banking.com
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On the Move
The International Federation
of Takaful and Islamic
Insurance Companies has
appointed Mr Omar Gouda,
the managing director of Africa
Retakaful, as its president. The
appointment came following a
unanimous ballot of members.
He replaces Mr Abdel Raouf
Kotb who has presided over the
federation the past three years.

New Hampshire Board of Accountancy, USA
and a Certified Management Accountant
(CMA), licensed by the Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants, USA. He also
represents the bank as a board member in the
Liquidity Management Centre (LMC) and the
Adaad Real Estate Company.
Omar Gouda

Sheikh Bilal Khan has become a member
of the AIFC Advisory Council on
Islamic Finance (ACIF) and AIFC
International Arbitration Centre (IAC)
Sheikh Bilal
panel of arbitrators. (The
Khan
AIFC is Kazakhstan’s Astana
International Finance Centre.) Sheikh Bilal Khan
is a UK-qualified lawyer and Shari’ah scholar, who
has advised various high-profile British government
bodies, as well as a number of other international
organisations.
He has also been appointed as a Partner and Global
Head of Islamic Finance at law firm McCarthy
Denning. This is a significant hire for McCarthy
Denning, as the firm builds its credentials in Shari’ah
law in line with increasing client demand and the
firm’s growing presence in international corporate
transactions and commercial advice.
Bahrain Islamic Bank (BisB)
has announced the appointment
of Ameer Abdul Ghani Dairi
as Chief Financial Officer. Mr.
Dairi holds a BSc in Accounting
from the University of Bahrain,
and joined BisB in 2007 with
over 19 years of experience
Ameer Abdul Ghani
in financial management at a
Dairi
number of commercial banks
in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
He is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) from
www.islamic-banking.com

Abu Dhabi Islamic
Bank’s (ADIB)
Board of Directors
have announced the
appointment of Mazin
Manna as ADIB’s
new Group Chief
Mazin Manna
Executive Officer
after obtaining UAE Central Bank approval.
Mazin Manna brings 28 years of experience
in international banking with deep knowledge
of the regional market. With considerable
expertise in institutional and commercial banking,
he has led the growth of several businesses,
while demonstrating a disciplined approach to
governance and risk management. He joins
ADIB after having been the CEO for the Middle
East and North Africa at Credit Agricole CIB
and Group Senior Country officer for the
UAE. In that capacity, he was responsible for
the organisation’s regional business following
his appointment in July 2015. He was also a
member of the Extended Executive Committee
of Credit Agricole CIB. Previously, Mazin
spent 24 years with Citi, where he served as
the Chief Executive Officer for Bahrain from
2010 to 2015, overseeing the bank’s corporate,
investment and consumer banking businesses.
He formerly co-headed Citigroup’s corporate and
investment banking business in the Middle East
and has also held several other senior positions
in Islamic banking and corporate finance during
his career including Managing Director of Citi
Islamic investment Bank. Mazin is a graduate of
The London school of Economics and Political
Science.
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Al Rayan Bank has recently made
three new appointments. The first is
Maisam Fazal as Chief Commercial
Officer (CCO). The role will be
based at the UK’s largest Islamic
bank’s commercial office in London’s
West End. Mr Fazal, who has been
Maisam Fazal
acting as interim Chief Commercial
Officer since October 2018, has been promoted to
the position of CCO following five and a half years
with the Bank. Most recently he served as Senior
Head of Commercial Banking at Al Rayan Bank.
Since 2013, Maisam has overseen the successful
launch of several new commercial finance facilities
whilst helping to grow the Bank’s commercial asset
book from £11.7million at the end of 2012 to almost
£500million today.
The second is Amir Firdaus as Chief Financial
Officer (CFO). Amir has been interim CFO since
December 2018. Prior to this, he served as Treasurer,
after joining the UK’s largest Islamic bank two and a
half years ago.
In February last year, Amir led the team that
implemented the first ever public sukuk (Islamic
bond) in a non-Muslim country; the £250m Tolkien
Funding Sukuk No.1 Plc was also the largest ever
Sterling sukuk to be issued and was 1.5 times
oversubscribed.
Amir has over 15 years of experience in the finance
sector in the UK and South East Asia, having worked
for challenger banks including Aldermore Bank and
Sainsbury’s Bank, as well as BinaFikir and UEM
Group in Malaysia.
The final appointment is Peter Wren as Head of
IT. Peter brings with him over 20 years’ experience
working in IT roles for companies in the financial
services and pharmaceutical sectors. He was most
recently programme director at Birminghambased financial mutual society, Wesleyan, where he
was responsible for implementing new tools and
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technology into the business to improve
services.
As Head of IT, Peter will play a pivotal role in
shaping the strategy for technology for the next
five years. This will include ensuring that Al Rayan
Bank’s 85,000 customers are able interact with the
Bank in the style most suited to them - online, by
phone, in branch or by the new mobile banking
app, scheduled to be delivered later this year.
Bank Negara Malaysia has appointed
Encik Aznan Abdul Aziz
as Assistant Governor. He
will be responsible for the
Payments Oversight, Financial
Conglomerates Supervision,
Encik Aznan
Banking Supervision, Insurance
and Takaful Supervision as well as Risk Specialist
and Technology Supervision Departments.
Prior to his appointment, Encik Aznan served
in several departments in the Bank including
Financial Conglomerates Supervision, Governor’s
Office, Islamic Banking and Takaful, Financial
Surveillance, Financial Sector Development,
Financial Intelligence and Bank Regulation
Departments. He holds a degree in Economics
and Accounting from the University of Bristol,
United Kingdom.
Zurich Malaysia has announced the appointment
of Mukesh Dhawan as the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of Zurich Takaful Malaysia
Berhad. Mukesh will be responsible for
executing Zurich’s strategic priorities to gain a
more profitable foothold for its family takaful
business in Malaysia. He succeeds Salim Majid
Zain, who left the company in January 2019,
and will report to ZTMB’s Board of Directors.
Mukesh has more than 18 years of experience in
the life insurance industry across the Asia Pacific
region. He joined Zurich Life Insurance Malaysia
Berhad (ZLIMB) in January 2015 as the General
Manager and Head of Market Management.
www.islamic-banking.com
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GLOSSARY
arboun
An Islamic version of option, a deposit for the
delivery of a specified quantity of a commodity on a
predetermined date.

mudarabah
A form of business contract in which one party brings
capital and the other personal effort. The proportionate
share in profit is determined by mutual agreement at the
start. But the loss, if any, is borne only by the owner of
the capital, in which case the entrepreneur gets nothing
for his labour.

bai al-ina
This refers to the selling of an asset by the bank to the
customer on a deferred payments basis, then buying
back the asset at a lower price, and paying the customer mudarib
in cash terms.
In a mudarabah contract, the person or party who acts as
entrepreneur.
commodity murabaha
A murabaha contract using certain specified
murabaha
commodities, through a metal exchange.
A contract of sale between the bank and its client for the
sale of goods at a price plus an agreed profit margin for
fatwa
the bank. The contract involves the purchase of goods
A ruling made by a competent Shari’ah scholar on a
by the bank which then sells them to the client at an
particular issue, where fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) is
agreed mark-up. Repayment is usually in instalments.
unclear. It is an opinion, and is not legally binding.
musharakah
gharar
An agreement under which the Islamic bank provides
Lit: uncertainty, hazard, chance or risk. Technically, sale funds which are mingled with the funds of the business
of a thing which is not present at hand; or the sale of
enterprise and others. All providers of capital are entitled
a thing whose consequence or outcome is not known; to participate in the management but not necessarily
or a sale involving risk or hazard in which one does not required to do so. The profit is distributed among the
know whether it will come to be or not.
partners in predetermined ratios, while the loss is borne
by each partner in proportion to his contribution
Hadith
A record of the sayings, deeds or tacit approval of the musharakah, diminishing
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) halal Activities which are An agreement which allows equity participation and
permissible according to Shari’ah.
provides a method through which the bank keeps on
reducing its equity in the project and ultimately transfers
haram
the ownership of the asset to the
Activities which are prohibited according to Shari’ah.
participants.
ijara
A leasing contract under which a bank purchases and
leases out a building or equipment or any other facility
required by its client for a rental fee. The duration
of the lease and rental fees are agreed in advance.
Ownership of the equipment remains in the hands of
the bank.
ijara sukuk
A sukuk having ijara as an underlying structure.
ijara wa iqtina
The same as ijara except the business owner is
committed to buying the building or equipment or
facility at the end of the lease period. Fees previously
paid constitute part of the purchase price. It is
commonly used for home and commercial equipment
financing.
istisna
A contract of acquisition of goods by specification
or order, where the price is fixed in advance, but the
goods are manufactured and delivered at a later date.
Normally, the price is paid progressively in accordance
with the progress of the job.
maysir
Gambling – a prohibited activity, as it is a zero-sum
game just transferring the wealth not creating new
wealth.
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qard hasan
An interest-free loan given for either welfare purposes
or for fulfilling short-term funding requirements. The
borrower is only obligated to pay back the principal
amount of the loan.
rab-al-maal
In a mudarabah contract the person who invests the
capital. retakaful Reinsurance based on Islamic principles.
It is a mechanism used by direct insurance companies to
protect their retained business by achieving geographic
spread and obtaining protection, above certain threshold
values, from larger, specialist reinsurance companies and
pools.
riba
Lit: increase or addition. Technically it denotes any
increase or addition to capital obtained by the lender as
a condition of the loan. Any risk-free or ‘guaranteed’
rate of return on a loan or investment is riba. Riba, in all
forms, is prohibited in Islam. Usually, riba and interest
are used interchangeably.
salam
Salam means a contract in which advance payment is
made for goods to be delivered later on. Shari’ah Refers
to the laws contained in or derived from the Quran
and the Sunnah (practice and traditions of the Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH)

Shari’ah board
An authority appointed by an Islamic financial
institution, which supervises and ensures the
Shari’ah compliance of new product development
as well as existing operations.
shirkah
A contract between two or more persons who
launch a business or financial enterprise to make
profit. sukuk
Similar characteristics to that of a conventional
bond with the key difference being that they are
asset backed; a sukuk represents proportionate
beneficial ownership in the underlying asset. The
asset will be leased to the client to yield the return
on the sukuk.
ta’awuni
A principle of mutual assistance. tabarru A
donation covenant in which the participants
agree to mutually help each other by contributing
financially.
takaful
A form of Islamic insurance based on the Quranic
principle of mutual assistance (ta’awuni). It provides
mutual protection of assets and property and offers
joint risk sharing in the event of a loss by one of its
members.
tawaruq
A sale of a commodity to the customer by a bank
on deferred payment at cost plus profit. The
customer then a third party on a spot basis and gets
instant cash.
ummah
The diaspora or ‘Community of the Believers’
(ummat al-mu’minin), the world-wide community
of Muslims.
wa’ad
A promise to buy or sell certain goods in a certain
quantity at a certain time in future at a certain price.
It is not a legally binding agreement.
wakala
A contract of agency in which one person appoints
someone else to perform a certain task on his
behalf, usually against a certain fee.
waqf
An appropriation or tying-up of a property in
perpetuity so that no propriety rights can be
exercised over the usufruct. The waqf property can
neither be sold nor inherited nor donated to anyone.
zakat
An obligation on Muslims to pay a prescribed
percentage of their wealth to specified categories
in their society, when their wealth exceeds a certain
limit. Zakat purifies wealth. The objective is to take
away a part of the wealth of the well-to-do and to
distribute it among the poor and the needy.
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